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BG unaffected by search rule
by Michael Mclntyre
staff reporter

In spite of the Supreme Court
ruling which gives school officials greater legal power to
search students and lockers, no
policy chances will be initiated
at Bowline Green High School or
at the University.
According to the Jan. 16 ruling, public school teachers and
administrators do not need court
warrants, nor do they have to
meet the "probable cause" stan-

dard police officers must meet
before searching a student.
BGHS Principal Neal Allen
said the decision may help administrators do a better job, but
BGHS has always reserved the
right to search student lockers.
Despite the ruling, he said it
would never be done unless
there was a Justifiable cause.
"If there was probable cause
... if someone tells me someone
has a gun or drugs ... then I
would not hesitate to search," he
said. "We have a responsibility

to maintain academics and a
certain amount of law and order."
LIKE STUDENTS at BGHS,
University students will not be
affected by the ruling.
Philip Mason, executive assistant to the president, said the
attorney general's office told
him the ruling concerns itself
with elementary and secondary
schools and therefore has no
implication on higher education.
''The president said there will

be no policy changes at BGSU,"
Mason said.
In explaining its ruling, the
court called drug use and violent
crime in public schools "major
social problems."
Allen said those problems are
not major at BGHS.
"We don't have a major epidemic in drug and alcohol abuse
here," Allen said. "It is partially
due to the fact that we're in a
college community and academics are highly stressed." Allen
added about 70 percent of BGHS

Fight for rights not over
by Deborah Schmook
staff reporter

The ideas of Martin Luther
King Jr. lived on last night at
the University as a fourmember panel spoke on the
"State of Civil Rights in
America."
The panel included Sophia Quintero, president of the Toledo School Board of Education; and LeRoy Williams,
president of the Toledo chapter of the National Association for the Advancement of
Colored People.
Also present were: Rolando
Andrade, associate professor
of ethnic studies and member
of the Human Relations Commission at the University;
and Antonio Buron, associate
professor of romance languages and four-year member of the Ohio advisory
committtee to the U.S. Civil
Rights Commission.
Quintero spoke on the problems experienced by Hispanic women and offered her
observations on their struggle
for civil rights.
"WOMEN ARE not just
battling against men. Sometimes they're battling against
themselves," she saidT She
said all minority women must
continue to work toward obtaining civil rights.
Quintero said progress is
hindered when minority
women executives do not use
their clout to further civil
rights for women.
According to Williams, the
black community needs to get
more involved in establishing
economic bases and employing minorities.
Williams said some people
feel it's not "fashionable to
look into issues of affirmative
action because of the conservative era of the Reagan administration.
"It's a constant struggle for
those of us who've shown
leadership," he said.
ANDRADE SAID the government is not going to
change its wavs until Americans themselves push for
civil rights.
"Changes must begin to
take place in Bowling Green
State University, in Bowling
Green, in Toledo, and in

Kevin heard the Jensen's from
across (be street had been
robbed. He thought for a minute
and remembered seeing a yellow van squealing from their
driveway two days ago.
He remembered the license
number and decided the best
thing to do was to tell the police,
buthe did not want to get too
involved.
U.William Fox of the Bowling
Green Police Department has
the solution for Kevin's wanting
to help but desire to stay out of
the lime-light.
In 1981, Fox set up the Wood
County Crime Stoppers. It incor-

ALLEN SAD) he would never
consider a massive search of the
entire student body or of their
lockers. "To have a good, mature student body we must treat
them (students) somewhat like
adults, they do have certain
rights." he said.
A delinquency finding against
a former Piscataway (N.J.)
High School student prompted
the Supreme Court ruling.

James Koch, principal of the
New Jersey school, has said the
ruling was "one of the greatest
decisions in education in the last
decade."
Allen disagreed.
"I don't think this is one of the
greatest decisions," Allen said.
"I would rather have decisions
like the states giving the schools
more money or something that
would increase educational
standards ... like requiring a
computer science course."

USG positions

Changes made
by Nancy Bostwick
staff reporter

The University Undergraduate Student Government will
begin the semester with a few
changes, according to Cindy
Smith, USG vice-president.
The resignation of Todd Hawley, representative-at-large and
finance committee chairman
was announced at an emergency
USG meeting Wednesday night.
Hawley resigned because he
has accepted an internship with
Procter and Gamble, she said.
"Todd's position is a unique
one, in that it is an important
step in his future," Smith said.
Because of Hawley's resignation and another resignation late
last semester, positions for offcampus representative and representative-at-large are open to
students she said.
The USG office will be accepting applications for these positions through Jan. 28.
The minority affairs and the
human relations committees
will be merging with the student
welfare committee, according to
Matthew Shull, USG student
welfare coordinator.

SHULL SAD) each group will
still be considered separate
committees, but they will be
working more closely with the
student welfare committee.
"In the past the committee
(minority affairs) has really
had a problem with getting issues they can involve themselves with," he said.
In other business, USG has
scheduled two fund-raising
drives for this semester.
One event, "Pass a Buck - the
BG Ethiopia Challenge," will
involve a contest between University students and the University of Toledo, to see who can
raise the most money for famine
victims in Ethiopia.
The drive is already underway
and will continue until Feb. 23,
when the total donations of each
side will be given to the Red
Cross at the BG vs. UT basketball game.
USG will also be having a
raffle for a weekend trip to New
York, with the proceeds going to
help restore the Statue of Liberity.

Leather hides
hearts of gold
BG News/Suun Cross

Civil rights

Mrs. Sophia Quintero. president of the Toledo School Board of Education, listens to • question put to her
referring to Hispanic women and their ongoing struggle for civil rights. Quintero was participating in a civil
rights panel sponsored by Minority Student Activities as part of Martin Luther King Week activities.

places next to use before
changes can take place in
Washington D.C.," he said.
Buron was concerned about
discrimination in education.
He said some students in
the United States need bilingual education so they may

learn English without falling
behind in other subjects.
"Even in Ohio, there have
been cases where a student
was labeled as mentally retarded or low level after being given aptitude tests in
■ • he said. When the

student was given a test in his
native Spanish, he passed
without problems.
The panel was sponsored by
Minority Student Activities,
the Latino Student Union, and
the Undergraduate Student
Government.

Witnesses remain anonymous
by Carole Hombeiger
staff reporter

graduates go on to some form of
higher education.

porates approximately 31 police
divisions in midwest Ohio.
It is designed for citizens like
Kevin who want to become Involved in aiding a criminal investigation, but do not want to
go to court or put themselves in
danger.

himself for future reference.
In no instance does Fox require the person to reveal bis or
her name. This way the person
can give the police information
without feeling threatened or
pressured.
He said the type of information people give deals with
THE PROGRAM stems from thefts, breaking and entering
the Crime Stoppers Interna- and welfare fraud, to mention a
tional, which was founded in
Most people call the police
New Mexico by Police Officer
Greg MacAleese. He realized because they feel it is the right
how much information could be thing to do, Fox said. They also
call because they want to get
found on the street.
Fox said the number (352- back at somebody for doing
0077) was installed in the police them wrong or to receive reoffice for people to phone in ward money.
information. Fox said the person
THE DEPARTMENT will reremains anonymous by giving ward up to $1,000 to the person
the caller « number to identify who gives uiformation which

helps police solve the case. He
said he personally does not decide the amount, but instead the
city board members decide the
award amount.
Fox said he gives them a figure estimate of what he thinks is
adequate for the information.
To many people, the money is
not a big thing, he said. "Suprisingly, some just say 'I don't
care, give it to charity.' "
Conversely, Fox said there are
others who just give information
for the money.
He recalled an instance when
a person called, asking what
would happen if a person wanted
to turn himself in. Fox said the
person was actually talking
about himself, and later, after
• See Witnesses, page 5.

FOSTORIA (AP) - From the
bulk of his leather-clad body to
the hundreds of pounds of bread
he and his brethren in the Iron
Coffin Motorcycle Club give to
the needy each week, "Scorpion" is one of Fostoria's biggest social workers.
But still, says the club leader,
people in this rural city of 15,000
lock their doors when they see
his long hair and chains and
whisper that the Iron Coffins
must be lacing the bread with
drugs or working out a scheme
to steal Social Security checks.
When you're a biker, it seems,
nobody believes you're a good
guy"We don't want people to get
the idea we're Boy Scouts or
anything, and we don't try to say
we are, says Scorpion, relaxing
near a casket vault in the Iron
Coffin clubhouse, two doors
down from the Fostoria Chamber of Commerce. "But we know
what it's like to need, and we're
helping the people who need the
"But people don't change, and
you aren't going to change what
they think of us."
ITS BARD TO KNOW what to
think of the Iron Coffin brethren,
sitting in a clubhouse where
caskets and beer signs share the
walls with coUectlons of discarded bras and panties, worrying how to get enough English
muffins, donuts and pastries to
meet next week's flood of needy.
Scorpion, who, like other club
members refuses to give his real
name, says people "get a little
nervous" when they notice the
caskets, but not enough to keep
them from coming to the Iron
Coffins for help.
And each week, the line outside the locked dew of the club-

house grows longer. This week,
nearly 150 people each took
away a grocery bag of breadstuffs that the Iron Coffins had
traveled to Maumee, an hour
away, to get from a bakery that
gives away day-old products.
The project costs the club
about $10 a week for gas, said
Jackknife. club secretary.
"We're laid-off and just as bad
off as everybody else, but we're
trying to help people," Jackknife said. "But they still say
things about us, stab us in the
back."
SO WHY DO they bother?
" 'Cause under all this leather
there's a heart," said Buster,
dub sergeant-at-arms.
What kind of heart remains a
question to those who read the
''clubpoem" on the back of the
Iron Coffins' courtesy card - the
only key into the clubhouse other
than membership: "Remember
our skeletons, our bikes, our
wings. Don't call us human,
cause we're animal things."
People in Fostoria think more
of "animal things" than charity
when they see Iron Coffins flying
their colors and wearing
studded wrist bands and badges
of skulls and snakes. Scorpion
said.
"I don't care if you write mat
somebody got stabbed while you
were in here, (because) that's
what people mink," he said.
"We're not different from (other
bikers'clubs). We do cause trouble - but only when they bring it
to us ... the people who attack
us don't understand our lifestyle."
"An old guy waved to me at
the corner today," Jackknife
said. "If we change one person's
opinion, it's worthrhW"

EditorialSeatbelts save lives
Two bills requiring mandatory seatbelt use are
being considered by the Ohio legislature.
Under one proposal, unbuckled drivers could be
fined $20 and unbuckled passengers $10. The second
bill imposes a $50 fine against an unbuckled driver
or front seat passenger.
The merits of having a mandatory seatbelt law
are debatable. Some argue that such a law would
be virtually unenforceable and merely contribute
to the amount of superfluous legislation included in
Ohio's already-thick law books.
Others contend that an automobile is a piece of
property like a house. Trying to regulate how a
person behaves inside their own property is an
unacceptable abridgment of personal freedom.
However, a house is not likely to collide with a
tree. A car is.
While it is true that a mandatory seatbelt use law
would restrict a person while in an automobile, it is
only a minor inconvenience considering the stakes.
Every time a person enters an automobile, their
safety is at risk.
It matters not that the lap and shoulder belt is a
wonderful device - auto analysts say it is the best
form of restraint in the event of a crash - some
people will refuse to use it until forced to do so.
The record shows that people will obey such a
law, even if it is unenforceable. In Ontario, Canada,
seatbelt use has quadrupled in the last eight years from 13 percent to 62 percent - since a law was
passed imposing a $53 fine on offenders.
No matter how an individual feels about using
seatbelts, one fact remains: Seatbelts save lives. A
law requiring their use would reduce accident
fatalities. We strongly endorse mandatory seatbelt
use.
In our view, either of the bills before the Ohio
legislature would serve its purpose - reducing
automobile deaths.

U.S. offers rhetoric on Soviets
by George Will
Konstantin Chernenko's
strength is reportedly ebbing,
and not surprisingly: Building
the New Soviet man and a workers' paradise worthy of him involves long hours and heavy
lifting. So, just to be ready, here
is a generic news story to be run
whenever a Soviet "leader" fan
odd term for the head of a nation
where people have no choice but
to follow) dies:
WASHINGTON -The death of
the Soviet leader is viewed here
as a promising "opening" in
U.S.-Soviet relations. His successor, Ivan X, is considered a
"moderate."
State Department officials
warn that it would be "superficial" to draw "premature conclusions based on the "mere
facts" of his life, which "on the
surface" follows the traditional
career path of the Soviet elite.
"True,'' a U.S. official says,
"Mr. X has spent 27 years arresting people, but he probably
has got all that out of his system."

As evidence of Mr. X's moderation, State Department analysts note that although no one
has actually seen him log, the
consensus in the diplomatic
community is that he togs In
New Balance shoes, which are
made in Massachusetts. Also, he
is said to use a Walkman, on
which he listens to Bruce
Springsteen tapes.
"He is a high tech, 'new
ideas,' Gary Hart-type appealing to Soviet yuppies," said a
Yale Kremlinologist. A Harvard
professor of Detente Studies,
noting that Springsteen's current hit is "Born in the U.S.A.,"
infers that Mr. X may wish to
"normalize" relations with Afghanistan.
It is common knowledge that
Mr. X snacks on Twinkles delivered by diplomatic pouch.
"Clearly," says a State Department Soviet expert, "he is cosmopolitan, breaking the mold of
insularity."
The State Department acknowledges some gaps in its
knowledge of Mr. X. For exam-

ple, equal numbers of experts
are certain that he does and that
he does not speak English.
Although Mr. X has published
many articles, the State Department says little is known about
what he "really" thinks. "Did
•Mein Kampf' tell us Hitler's
mind?" cautions an official. Mr.
X's writings include attacks on
freedom of expression, a defense of the "export of socialist
fraternity to Afghanistan," and
"Against Bourgeois Sentimentalism: A Wai^Winning Strategy
for Nuclear Weapons?'
A State Department official
explains, "True, a literal reading of his writings might suggest
he Is occasionally somewhat
muted in his enthusiasm for the
spirits of detente, Geneva, Helsinki and San Clemente. But
sophisticated Western observers
understand that obeisance to
traditional rhetorical modes is
required for advancement in a
society as 'conservative' as the
Soviet Union, which is utterly
unlike our society.
"Furthermore, Americans

while also paying their fair
share for Uncles Sam's tomfoolThe flat tax rate would force
money manipulators to pull
their capital from unproductive
shelters and invest it in potentially productive ideas ana businesses.
From here the natural beauty
of capitalism radiates: The businesses require workers, the
workers require money, and
they spend that money on other
goods, which offer profits. When
the profits are not eaten up by a
highly progressive tax system,
someone has disposable personal income.
We have reached a point
where it is unprofitable to invest
in productive projects. It is unprofitable to make money -well,
we are close. It Is a point where
personal tax decreases such as
the Kemp-Roth plan of 1980-81
have actually caused an increase in tax payments by the
upper bracket of tax payers - in
1982, despite a decrease in tax
rates, payments by millionaires
actually rose 42 percent. Similar
precedents can be found in the
American tax cuts of the '20s,
and the Kennedy-Johnson tax
cuts of 1964-65. It is a point which
leads Gilder to offer, brilliantly,
"Highly progressive tax rates
do not redistribute incomes;
they redistribute taxpayers."
There are hundreds, even
thousands, of ideas flowing from
the minds of Americans. But
they are being doused - not by
flaws or lack of need - but by our
tax structure. A structure which
forces people to hide their
money in an underground economy rather than allowing it to
yield more capital and Jobs
through investment. But there is
a solution, and it is a feasible
solution. Kemp, Kasten, Bradley, Gephardt... we're waiting.
Kurt J. Harden is president of
the conservative Stockman Society.
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At a recent Moscow reception
for the American peace group,
Clergy and Faculty Mightily
Concerned, a Soviet official confided that Mr. X, 69, is a "Youne
Turk" who wants arms control
so that Soviet living standards
can rise. The Soviet official said
Mr. X is "a pragmatist - sort of
a Soviet Howard Baker," but is
threatened by "hawks" in the
Politburo.

A White House official, paraphrasing Churchill, explains
that all U.S. policy rests on the
principle, "Jaw-Jaw is better
than even prime rib."
At the State Department, a
reporter recalled that optimism
about the "moderate" Khrushchev died with the Hungarian
invasion, the Berlin Wall and the
Cuban missile crisis, and optimism about the "moderate"
Brezhnev died in Prague, Afghanistan, Yemen, Angola,
Ethiopia and Poland. A State
Department official replied:

Cure: a flat tax rate
The issue of tax reform namely, the flat tax rate - is one
which is crucial to the development of the United States'
future. While some may bicker
over the closing of this tax loophole or that deduction, people
like Jack Kemp, Arthur Laffer,
and Richard Gephardt are
zooming in on the ideas which
will unleash massive technological and entrepreneurial advancements for America.
In his latest book, The Spirit of
Enterprise George Gilder offers
that the flat tax rate is the key to
our future. The benefit is contained in the idea that our present system of loopholes and
highly progressive rates titles
the entrepreneur. Why should
anyone invest in something that
can make a profit when he can
successfully shelter his money
in real estate, valid coal mines
and timber? Our tax system has
left us in such a situation that if
our government confiscated all
income above $75,000, we could
run government for a whopping
14 days.
Investment, Gilder claims, demands disposable personal income. Our current system takes
that away from some, while
forcing others to tie their excess
money into shelters. The result
is thousands of brilliant ideas
without money to materialize
them - it simply is not there.
"So," some oner, "let's close
some loopholes." But this would
be even worse than the current
system, forcing businesses out
of the United States and investors into collectables, thus further strangling the
entrepreneurs' chances of turning their ideas into tangibles.
The answer lies in a flat tax
rate with no, or very few deductions (charity and mortgages).
With a Oat tax rate, potential
investors would be rewarded for
making money -heaven forbid -

The official notes that "seasoned observers" believe Mr. X
opposed the Soviet suppression
of East Germany, Hungary,
Czechoslovakia and Poland, favors "liberalization" of concentration camps, and is a middleof-the-roader regarding the psychiatric "hospitals." The State
Department considers it "encouraging" that Mr. X has risen
to power while privately opposing every significant Soviet policy in his lifetime.

State Department officials
concur that Mr. X and other
"doves in the Kremlin closets"
need a sign from the United
States that it "means no harm."
U.S. diplomats are formulating
"new approaches" that wifl
show U.S. "flexibility" in armscontrol negotiations. "The Soviets made a concession by returning to the talks they had broken
off," a US. official observes,
"so a U.S. concession would by
symmetrical." The Commerce
Department is organizing a
.trade delegation committed to
"Prophylactic unilateralism,"
meaning credits to underwrite
Soviet purchases of U.S. goods.

Investment ailing

by Kurt J. Harden

must understand that in the So .
-viet system, just as in ours, the
role of personality is paramount." Asked how U.S. optimism could rest on the
assumption that Soviet society is
radically unlike and essentially
similar to ours, the official said:
"Nevertheless."

OFFICIAL INAUGURAL. PORTRAIT

George Will Is a columnist for
the Washington Post Writers
Group.

Letters
mind of Bernhard Goetz?

Intent was to kill
This letter is in response to the
BG News editorial entitled
"He's no hero" and to David
Badenhop's letter to the editor.
First, I agree with Mr. Badenhop in that being surrounded by
four youths on a New York subway and "asked" for money
could be interpreted as a lifethreatening situation. Regardless of whether they displayed
the sharpened screwdrivers that
police later found in their pockets, even four unarmed teenagers can be a deadly weapon. It
is on this note that Bernhard
Goetz, the gunman, could conceivably base a self-defense
plea.
However, the term "self-defense" does not mean that you
have to take someone else's life
- only that you preserve your
own. Goetz could have simply
fired his gun on the floor and
scared the youths into running,
thereby saving his life. (It is
apparent that the youths did try
to run since one of them was shot
in the spinal cord; you do not
have to be Sherlock Holmes to
figure out that a person with his
back to you no longer poses a
Kysical threat.) Goetz could
ve simply disabled the youths
by shooting them in the legs.
Instead, he fired all the shots
into their upper bodies (you
know, where all the vital organs
are?); this is the first item that
shows Goetz had more intentions than Just self-defense. The
second is that, as I've mentioned
above, at least one of the victims
was shot in the back. The third is
that he emptied his gun - that is,
be stopped shooting only after he
ran out of bullets.
My point is this: anyone has a
legitimate right to defend himself, but let's not confuse "Intent
to kill" with "self-defense."
Which do you think was on the

Mark Borders
312 Sigma Nu

And again . . .
We are appalled and enraged
by David Badenhop's Jan. 18
letter concerning New York's
vigilante.
You think, Mr. Badenhop, that
Goetz "acted hastily." Hastily?!
Barbaric seems to be a more
appropriate description. You
feel that shooting four youths,
paralyzing one, "is not a serious
crime." If not, what is a serious
crime?
There was no reason for Mr.
Goetz to shoot the four young
men. Though in his mind he may
have felt in danger, in fact the
victims had not physically
threatened him. One must also
consider the risk Mr. Goetz took
in injuring innocent bystanders.
Mr. Badenhop advocates a
society where organized law is
not needed. Anyone can protect
him or herself as he or she sees
fit, which Includes the indiscriminate use of guns. What a
nice place that would be to live one in which paranoia, hysteria
and prejudice would prevail.
Such a return to the Middle Ages
does not seem desirable. This
would not deter crime, as Badenhop contends, but encourage
it. Of course Darryl Cabey probably will not break the law
again. It is difficult to do to
when one is in a coma.
One last point concerning Badenhop's demented view of a
just society leads us to correct
mil term for the victims. Goetz
shot four human beings, not four
"things." You are mistaken,
Mr. Badenhop. Bernhard Goetz
is no hero.
Ruth Schmidiey
Heidi Stanley
Krirtie Wright
■
ISIS E. Woofter #2«

Nuclear war is death
On Jan. 18, a response to my
letter, on the Brown University
referendum to make suicide
pills available in the event of a
nuclear war, was printed. Thank
you, Mr. Doherty, Mr. Mackley
and Mr. Gray. You have proven
to me that at least a few people
care enough about the future to
voice their opinions. Fortunately, the Brown University students, like you, are willing to
voice their opinions, which was
the main objective of the referendum.
You disagreed with the referendum for two reasons. You
began by stating that "never,
under any circumstances, can I
condone encouraging someone
to take his or her own life."
Exactly, because suicide is such
an extreme measure the referendum is very effective. It
states that the students would
even commit suicide over experiencing a nuclear war. As a
point of clarification, the students, as they stated on "Donahue," never meant to literally
stockpile suicide pills. It was
simply an effective way to grab
the attention of apathetic Americans and make the point that
nuclear war is suicide.
This is where your next argument comes in. You stated that
"in the aftermath of nuclear
destruction ... it Is my firm
belief that the survivors of the
human race would find a way to
survive." Your argument being
that suicide would ensure extinction whereas nuclear way
may not This kind of thinking
really scares me.
The Brown University students have the right Idea. They
have equated nuclear war with
what it is - death. They have
taken a stand, become Involved,
and hopefully, made a few more
apathetic Americans aware of
what is coming if people don't

take a stand and demand elimination of nuclear weapons.
Cariene E. Bennett
428Bromfield

Dean set the trends
I felt compelled to defend the
"image" of James Dean after
seeing the Sigma Nu Fraternity
Rush advertisement in the BG
News which proudly depicted
Dean as a successful "alumni."
Dean did pledge Sigma Nu at
UCLA, but his experience with
the fraternity was far from "fast
times with good friends."
According to James Dean.
The Mutant King, a detailed
biography of Dean's life written
by David Dalton, Dean's brotherhood was less than stimulating. The "brothers" were fond of
oiling him the house "plowboy" because he was from Indiana. During a "special"
initiation, Dean almost drowned
in a pool and needed mouth-tomouth resuscitation to save his
life. Finally, the fraternity
members resented Dean's involvement in the theater and
often questioned his manhood
because he wanted to be an
actor. They obviously pushed
Dean too far, because he was
excommunicated from the fraternity after punching a
"brother" In the nose.
The point is simple: James
Dean WAS a rebel. Dean didn't
follow trends, he set the trends.
Dean didn't care if his blue
jeans, red jacket and hair style
ware not ''cool" and "in fashion." Young people wanted to be
like James Dean because all he
ever wanted was to be himself.
Dean was never a "group" person.
Hopefully, the REAL image of
James Dean win endure, because we need his image today
more than ever.
Scott KNermaa
73Rodgers

Local
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JjMal sponge sales slow

Contraceptive effective
April McClellan
staff reporter

The sponge is 89 to 91 percent
effective if used correctly.

Although recent user studies
of the Today contraceptive
sponge indicate it as being the
number one over-the-counter
vaginal contraceptive on the
market, locally, the sponge isn't
quite as absorbent.
"When it first came out about
a year ago it was prosperous. I
couldn'tEeep it in stock. When it
first came in it was heavily
promoted," said Dorsey Sergent, pharmicist/owner of Dorsey's Drug store.
It was number one, but not
anymore. It has slowed down,"
he said.
The Today sponge, which has
been on the market since June
1963, is a disposable polyurethane foam sponge that contains
one gram of nonoxynol9, the
most commonly used spermicide, according to a press release.

IN MARCH, 19S4 the sponge
became nationally available in
supermarkets and drug starts,
and by last October, 18 million
sponges had been distributed.
The sponge can be obtained
without a prescription.
The VLJ Corporation, manufacturer of the sponge, estimates that about 600,000 women
currently use this method of
contraception.
A survey conducted by the
VIJ Corporation indicates that
83 percent of sponge users are
under the age of S3 and many of
these women use this method
because it is "convenient, easy
to use and offers longer protection (24 hours)," than other overthe-counter methods.
The survey also indicated that
31 percent of the sponge users
formerly used the diaphragm.

ALTHOUGH SOME women
surveyed applaud the method
because it is easy to use, many
women have difficulties using
the sponge.
Julia James, clinic director of
Planned Parenthood in Bowling
Green, said, "it may be difficult
initially to use and insert the
sponge."
"The literature explains it (insertion) very well. It is very
similar to the diaphragm, but ft
is disposable whereas the diaphragm is not," she said.
According to James, the
sponge also has its advantages.
'It's readily available without
prescription over-the-counter."
For persons having questions
or concerns about the Today
sponge, the VLI Corporation offers a toll-free Today Talkline 24
hours a day. The number is:
1- 800-223-2329.

Clinics offer choices
by Zora Johnson
staff reporter

When faced with the problem
of an unwanted pregnancy,
many students may feel they
have nowhere to turn.
But at the University and in
the Bowling Green area, there
are several places which offer
counseling services or pregnancy testing.
The Women's Health Care
Clinic at the Student Health Center offers many different types
of contraceptive and pregnancy
counseling. "The Women's
Clinic offers medical, educational and counseling services relating to annual examinations,
pap smears and pregnancy,'
according to a health service
brochure. The services can be
charged to a student's Bursar
bill or paid confidentially.
People at the clinic will not
attempt to tell students what
they should do, according to

Joanne Navin, clinic coordinator.

negative, contraceptives are
discussed, James said.

"WE TRY TO help students
come to a decision by reviewing
the options which they have,
she said. "We don't tell them to
do anything, but we encourage
them to talk to their partner and
to reach their own decisions."
There are also programs
which are designed for students
who are not pregnant, said
Navin. "Our motto is to see how
we can help students prevent
pregnancy, rather than simply
helping after the fact," she said.
A student can receive many of
these same services from the
Planned Parenthood office in
Bowling Green, according to
Julia James, program director.

ANOTHER PLACE that students may turn for pregnancy
counseling is The Link. "The
Link is a crisis intervention center which handles any kind of
crisis, including pregnancy,"
said a Link volunteer.

"We provide pregnancy tests
and then counsel students about
their options and alternatives,"
she said. "We refer them to
6laces for prenatal care, adopon or abortion depending on
their interest." If the test is

BGSU
PERSHING RIFLES

STOP BY OUR TABLE AT THE:

Jan. 30 7:00 p.m.
Rm. 253 Memorial Hall

"OFF-CAMPUS HOUSING FAIR"
Janurary 29, 1985 - Grand Ballroom
7:00 - 9:00 p.m.

Join us for an informational
meeting to talk about this national
militarily oriented fraternal society.

* Pick Up Our Brochure
* Get Questions Answered
* Discuss Your Individual
Housing Needs

OPEN TO ALL BGSU STUDENTS
Refreshments' Reppelling Demonstration'
'Pizza'
COME AND CHECK
US OUT!

Varden Studios is on campus for its final
Senior portrait session. You can't beat
the price for quality photos for friends,
relatives and resumes.

•*******?*'

And don't be left out of the 1985
Key yearbook Senior Section

Echoing the sentiments of the
other agencies, she said, "We
will not refer a person anywhere
until we are absolutely sure that
this is what they want."
Students may also find emotional support or assistance at
the Wood County Health Department, Family Services of
Greater Toledo or Heartbeat of
Toledo.

NEWLOVE
MANAGEMENT

SMOKER

THIS IS IT!!

like the Women's Clinic and
Planned Parenthood, The Link
also encourages students to
make their own decisions
through counseling. "We have
all kinds of places where we can
refer people," she said.

«.

r

352-5620

328 S. Main

Student Consumer Union's

Off Campus
Housing Fair
Landlords, University and City
representatives will be present
to discuss problems and answer
questions concerning all aspects of Off-Campus Life.
A price list of available apartments will be provided.
The Student Legal Services will
be available to discuss problems
about rental agreements.
Tuesday, January 29

ox
Sittings available through Feb. 1
Call 372-0086 to make your appointment, or stop by the KEY office, 310
Student Services.

7-9 p.m.
Grand Ballroom
Free and Open to All
Refreshments Served

Co-Sponsored By: Off-Campus Housing
and Student Legal Services
For more information:
372-0248
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Curling is a worldy popular, polite sport
"EACH TEAM consists of four
members, and each person
throws two rocks," he said. "A
curling match is divided into
ends, which is like an inning of
play in baseball, except there
are 10 ends in a curling match."
Jordan said because only one
team can score points per end,
strategy is used by the team
captain or "skip" to knock opposing rocks out of the house.

by Janet Pavasko
reporter

Bowling Green is the only University in Ohio, and possibly in
the Midwest, where it's OK for
students to throw stones at
houses.
The stones are actually 42pound rocks, and the houses are
the targets in the ancient Scottish ice sport of curling.
According to Greg Jordan,
University Ice Arena Direc"Strategy shots used by team
tor,"When the ice arena build- members are guard shots,
ing was being planned from 1963 which block a certain stone, and
to 1965, the planning committee a take out shot, which removes
knew about curling," Jordan the opposing teams stone from
said. "The committee saw what play/' Jordan said. "Strategy is
a unique asset the rink would be important because in order to
and convinced the Board of score any points, your stone
Trustees to add the rink to the must be in the house (center
plans."
target). Also the more stones a
While curling might not be a team has near the center circle,
popular sport in the United the more points they can score.
Another type of strategy used
States, Jordan said it is one of
the most popular sports in the in curling is the sweeping of the
ice in front of a moving stone.
world.
"A push broom is used for
"Basically, the American
spectator is geared toward fast- sweepmg the ice which allows
paced, fast action, and high scor- the stone to slide 10-14 feet furing sports," Jordan said. "Curl- ther, sweeping is also used to
ing is a very low scoring, straighten the curling path of
individual and socially polite the stone," he said. '"However,
sport - not what the American you can only sweep your teammates' stone."
public is used to."
The basic object of the game is
Jordan said while ice skates
to throw rocks from one end of
the ice rink to a target at the are not needed, shoes with a
opposite end. This target is rubber and Teflon surface are
called a house.
needed.
"THE RUBBER surface grips
As the rock moves down the
the
ice while you deliver your
ice toward the target it tends to
curl, which gives the sport its stone, and the Teflon surface
aids you in sliding on the ice
name.
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WINTER SPECIAL
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Ph. 352-5166
203 North main
Open 4 p.m.
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Sliding stones

Fran Keefe. of Bowling Green, delivers a stone in a women's curling league game at the Ice Arena. Keefe plays skip and her team won.
while you sweep," Jordan said.
"Gloves and warm clothes are
the only other equipment
needed."

customary to sit down and have
some refreshments with your
opponents and wish good curling
before the match," Jordan said.

Americans will get a chance to
become more aquainted with
curling since it will be an exhibition sport in the 1968 Winter
Olympic Games.

Jordan said the sport of curling stresses sportsmanship and
socialization.
"Before a curling match it is

"Also, there are no officials in a
curling match. When a player
breaks a rule he calls (a penalty
on) himself."

Carl Parker, senior management information systems and
marketing research major,

RUSH
SILVER WINGS
of Angel Flight
A Civilian, National Service Organization in
support of the U.S.A.F., A.F.R.O.T.C,
B.G.S.U., and the B.G. Community.

New Wave David
You'll discover a different side

TIMOTHY HUTTON stars in 'TURK 182!" as Jimmy Lynch, a young man
whose crusade 10 redeem his brother's reputation rallies an entire city to his side.

TIMOTHY HUTTON CAPTURES
NEW YORK CITY IN "TURK 182!"

TIMOTHY HUTTON (right) is
Jimm v Lynch and ROBER T URICH
(center) is his big brother Terry in this
rousing adventure-drama.

■

Informational Meeting
Monday January 28
6:30 p.m.
Mileti Alumni Center
(Across from Harshman Quad)

Dates: Mon. Jan 28, 7 p.m.
Tues. Jan. 29, 8 p.m.
160 Memorial Hall
Call 352-5926 for more information.

performances in films such as
"Taps", "Daniel" and "Iceman".
Joining Hutton in this exciting
urban adventure are Robert
I rich, Kim Cattrall, Robert
Culp, Darren McGavin and
Peter Boyle.

Academy Award winner Timothy Hutton plays a very new
kind of hero in "Turk 182!" As
the fighting mad, hip and resourceful Jimmy Lynch, he
sets out to prove you can battle
City Hall to right a wrong. His
older brother, a firefighter, is
injured while saving a child
from a burning tenement. But
since he was off-duty and having a drink in the local bar, an

The Undergraduate
Alumni Association's

Open To All Students
I
I

uncaring city bureaucracy has
refused him a pension.

All UNDERGRADUATES Invited

of Timothy Hutlon in "Turk
182!" He's a new breed of
leader, willing to risk everything—including his life—to
bring justice to a city and its
people. He's a true fighter, a
New Wave David who brings a
crooked Goliath of a mayor to
his knees. New York thrills to
Timothy Hutton as Turk 182—
and so will you.

^i

g

"Please, Marilyn — it's been 18years!"

luscious damsel in distress in
"Metal Storm". Catherine
Mary Stewart, who plays Chris
Nash's girlfriend, was a smash
hit as the lead in both "Night
of the Comet" and "The Last
Starfighter".

Major league mischief

it 'X-W

Crusader Excites City
When the mayor is too busy
running for re-election to hear
his case, Jimmy Lynch takes
matters into his own hands.
Using only his wits, Jimmy sets
out to prove that you can fight
City Hall, and the entire city
rallies behind the mysterious
crusader known as Turk 182.
Hutton proves riveting as
Jimmy Lynch, a budding artist
pushed into action to fight for
his brother's life—and justice.
Recently starring with Sean
Penn and Lori Singer in "The
Falcon and the Snowman",
Hutton has followed his Oscarwinning debut in "Ordinary
People" with extraordinary

hopes to try out for the United
States'team.
"I've been curling for about 11
years, and have been a member
of the Bowling Green club curling team," Parker said. "I've
been in the national
championships three times, last
time we came in second."

<"
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Bov & girl in search of contact lens.

FEBRUARY MEANS "MISCHIEF"
FOR MOVIEGOERS
Doug McKeon is burning up—
he's getting dangerously close
to college without hitting a
"home run" with any girl,
much less Kelly Preston, the
cutest one in the class. Let's
face it—it's the I950's, and
Doug would settle for a "single". That is, until big city buddy (and screen newcomer) Chris
Nash arrives at school and bets

Together, Doug, Kelly, Chris
and Catherine stir up more
rowdy "mischief" than little
Nelsonville, Ohio can take in
one year. We're talking major
league tomfoolery here: motorcycles on sidewalks, cars on
fire hydrants, parents on the
warpath, romance on the sly.
In short, all the things that
make life worth living before
college.
The cars may have changed,
but the action in the back seat
has not!

that he can help Doug hit a
grand slam.

A winning cast
The cast of "Mischief" is
particularly hip. Doug McKeon is best known as the
"suck-face" kid in "On Golden Pond". Kelly Preston, soon
to be seen in the upcoming
"Secret Admirer", played the

: up to her ankles.
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Academic advisers frustrated with job
by Ellen Zlmmerli
sraff reporter
Academic advisers find their
job frustrating. They don't get
paid, don't receive special training and, worst of ail, most students don't make use of them.
Richard Hoare, associate vice
president of Academic Affairs,
said most advisers receive no
formal training for their Job, but
are responsible for knowing the
requirements of their programs.
He also said advisers are not
paid. The only benefit they may
receive is a reduced teaching
load or merit credit in the form

of service.
Professors are not forced to be
advisers. It is up to each department on how they choose advisers. Most departments just ask
for volunteers, Hoare said. Advisers may ask to be relieved at
any time or they can refuse the
appointment.
"A LOT (of professors) don't
want to be bothered, and I think
that's unfortunate," Hoare said.
The major problem advisers
have is that students either do
not come in early enough to see
their adviser or they do not
come in at all.

"The basic responsibility is
the students' in terms of their
program," Hoare said. He advises students to check the student catalogue and work out a
schedule, then have it approved
by their adviser.
Joseph Spinelli. assistant dean
of the College of Arts and Sciences, agreed that students run
into the most trouble when they
neglect to see their adviser.
"The worst thing, the dumbest
thing, a student can do is try to
guide themselves. They simply
don't know all the rules and they
get themselves in a bind," Spinelli said.

Crosswalk discussed
by Don Lee
staff reporter
Alternatives were' discussed,
but no decision was made on
what to do about the traffic
problem at the crosswalks on
Ridge Street at Wednesday
night's Traffic Commission
meeting.
Every half hour on weekdays,
cars are backed up on the street
waiting for students going to and
from classes to clear the crosswalk.
"It's been a nagging problem," said Police Chief Galen
Ash, commission chairman.
"There's been a lot of pressure
from the University - especially
from employees with short
lunch hours.
"Anybody who knows the

campus well avoids it (Ridge)
on the half-hour," said Bill Bess,
director of Campus Safety/Police.
BESS PROPOSED the following alternatives as possible solutions to the problem:
• Closing off Ridge Street, possibly with railroad-style gates,
from the Lot 13 entrance next to
Eppler North, to North College
Drive, between 8 a.m. and 5 p.m.
weekdays. Traffic would have to
be routed to other streets during
this time.
• Putting signs at the Thurstin
Street and Mercer Road entrances to Ridge Street warning
of heavy pedestrian traffic during the above hours.
• Posting traffic or crosswalk
guards.

Bess said a survey of University students, faculty, staff and
city residents would be conducted to determine which solutions they would accept.
The most feasible alternative
would be to close off Ridge
Street between Eppler and
North College Drive, Bess said,
and route the traffic down East
Merry Street. However, this
would increase the risk of accidents at the Merry-North College intersection which is
already a problem area, he said.
BESS SAID warning signs
wouldn't be as effective because
"People who use that street
(Ridge) are already aware of
the problem," and it would be
difficult to find funding for
crosswalk guards.

Leasing For Fall 1985
Preferred Properties Co.

He said if a student does not
know who their adviser is, they
should call their college office
and ask.
"USUALLY IT is a thankless
job," Spinelli said. "It's a job
someone has to do. Some truly
enjoy doing it and some don't."
One adviser who said he likes
what he does is Joseph Krauter,
undergraduate adviser for political science.
He is one of three advisers
who handle 287 political science
majors. But he said he does not
feel everyone is cut out to be an
adviser.

Witnesses

Apartment Complexes

Features:
2 bedroom-carpeted & furnished
Gas heat - gas cooking
(Landlord pays gas)
Laundry areas in each building
Residents pay only lights
Lots of closet space
I 1/2 bath

He said many other faculty
also feel this pressure and so
they do not want to be advisers
when they could get more compensation from doing research.

guy," he said. "We must verify
facts."
Fox said all cases are handled
in the same manner. If someone
calls in something, his duty is to
verify it. "We get in trouble for
not verifying," ne said.

The Crime Stopper program
in Bowling Green has been successful, in the eyes of Fox. "We
don't have crime like (they have
in) Toledo or Detroit - knock on
wood. But for what we do have,
the program has been beneficial."

NOW
OP€N!

Monday - Friday

Haven House
Piedmont-8th & High St.
Birchwood Place - 650 Sixth St.
Small Bldgs. - Manville between
6th 8 7th
707 Sixth St.
818 Seventh St.

HE SAID HE no longer does
research because he doesn't
have the time, so when it comes
to merit, "I get the short end of
the stick."

Bowling Green's 1
newest night spot
on Campus is

835 High St. - Rental Office
9:00 - 4:30

want to do it.
While theoretically advising is
supposed to count toward merit,
Krauter said it is low key in
most departments and research
counts for much more.

Continued from page 1.

being brought to court, made his
friend call to see if he could get
the reward money.
Tricks to get reward money or
a malicious prank to get someone in legal trouble would be
hard to accomplish. "We just
cant charge in and grab the

Located at Cherrywood Health Spa

Phone 352-9378

"You have to have almost
infinite patience in this kind of
thing," Krauter said. "Some
students come in with the most
God-awful problems. The advising here at BG isn't mandatory,
so not all the students come in.
The ones who don't are the problem ones."
Krauter noted other ways of
handling advising, such as the
program at the University of
Illinois where it is mandatory
for both professors and students.
He said that has the advantage
of discovering a problem when it
happens, but is disadvantage
because many people do not

Special Features
!
All residents will be granted membership to the Health Spa. A new facility which
has been built features the following:
• Sun Lamps
• Shower massage
• Hydro Spa Whirlpool
• Metos Sauna
* Complete Exercise Facilities and Equipment
• Indoor Heated Pool
Other Rentals
Houses, Efficiencies; 1 bdrm.
Furnished & Unfurnished

UNIVERSITY VILLAGE
UNIVERSITY COURTS
APARTMENTS

Stote Home Savings has it.
24 Hour Teller located in
University Union Building.

Corner of Clough & Mercer (Behind Wendy's)
V.OST CONVENIENT LOCATION IN TOWN' CLOSE TO
REC CENTEF
\AOVlE IHEATRES INTRAMURAL FIELDS
FRATERNI1Y ROW BANK IASI FOODS AND ICE ARENA.

'Gas heal hot water and cooking
included. Tenant pays electric only
all monthly cloctin bill)
'Spacious 2 bdrm. opts furnisht
'■•' ■ '
\
24hi maintenam e
'In house laundry con'1
■
'
area
'No\
ons fo>
summei and next faH

Now State Home Savings' new
Jeanle 24 Hour Teller located in
the Union Building on campus, will
make your days more relaxed, your
nights more fun.
Because you don't have to worry
about how much cash you have at
hand. You can use your Jeanie card
at any Jeanle or Money Station location for a fast fifty when you need
It...day or night.

\o\ Office located in Amhersl Vil! .
1520 Clough Phono 352-0164

Office Hrs

9-SMon-Fri
8-2 Sat

8

We've also programmed Jeanie to
make deposits, transfer money, etc.,
and you can do all this 24 hours a
day, 7 days a week!
So, make things easier for
yourself. Take care of all your banking needs with Jeanie. If you don't
have a Jeanle card yet, ask us - It's
free. Sign up at any State Home Savings office.

l^MsSP
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Stiltc Home S;mii<js|
BOWLING GREEN • PERRYSBURG • MAUMEE • PEMBERVILLE • SWANTON
GIBSONBURQ • GLANDORF • OTTAWA • COLUMBUS GROVE • LEIPSIC • FOSTORIA
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FBI explains house search

Terrorist materials discovered
OOLUMBUS(AP) - FBI officials yesterday planned to file
documents in U.S. District
Court here, explaining why
they searched the St.
Clairsville home of a former
honorary sheriff's deputy and
discovered explosives, weapons and materials linked to
terrorist activities.
Terence Dinan, agent-incharge of the FBI's Cincinnati
office, said an Iranian, Behrooz Behzadi-Nezhad, lived at
the house. But Dinan said Nezhad is out of the country.
In Dubai, United Arab Emirates, police said a man identified as Behrouz Behzaheh was
in police custody on suspicion
of killing businessman Ali Akbar Shabani Jan. 6. Joe Daly,
assistant special-agent-in-

charge of the FBI in Cincinnati, said, "I would say there's
a very strong possibility" that
Nezhad and Behzaheh are the
same person.
Former Noble County Sheriff Richard Stobbs said Nezhad
was an honorary sheriff's deputy in Belmont County and had
taught karate to regular deputies.
FBI agents from the Columbus and Steubenville offices
recovered the explosives and
weapons in a search Tuesday
and Wednesday at the house in
St. Clairsville in eastern Ohio,
about 10 miles from the OhioWest Virginia border.
DINAN SAID AN FBI investigation revealed that Nezhad
had stored the weapons and

explosives at the house, along
with "some documentary
material indicating some involvement in terrorist activities."
Among the items recovered
were several pounds of plastic
explosives, handguns and
shoulder weapons, blasting
caps and other materials that
are being analyzed by the
agency, Dinan said.
Police sources in Dubai told
the Associated Press that Behzadeh is suspected in the killing of Shabani, 45, but that
Behzadeh has not been indicted.
Police said Shabani owed
Behzadeh an undisclosed sum
of money and that Behzadeh
arrived in Dubai Dec. 28 to
settle accounts.

On Jan. 6, police said Behzadeh chased Shabani's car
through Dubai streets "until
he managed to stop him in a
dark alleyway, where Behzadeh pumped five bullets into
Shabani's chest from a 45-caliber revolver, then took to his
car and vanished."
Shabani managed to drive
his car a short distance to a
supermarket, where he telephoned police.
Shabani was moved to a hospital, where he told police that
Behzadeh was to try and escape to London. Shabani died
moments later.
Police arrested Behzadeh at
the Dubai Airport shortly before he was to nave boarded a
plane bound for Abu Dhabi en
route to London.
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EPA seeks largest
toxic waste penalty
CHICAGO (AP) - The Environmental Protection Agency
announced yesterday it is seeking the largest toxic waste penalty in its history, $6.8 million,
against Chemical Waste Management Inc. of suburban Oak
Brook.
The agency filed a civil administrative complaint with
EPA's regional hearing clerk
yesterday, alleging that the
toxic waste-handler violated
federal regulations governing
the "use, recordkeeping and
marking of PCBs between I960
and 1983" in storing the
material.
Company officials could not be
reached immediately for comment.
The penalty is the largest ever
sought by the federal government under the Toxic Substances Control Act, said EPA
spokeswoman Virginia Donohua.
The complaint is the culmination of an 18-month federal investigation into PCBhandling
practices at the company's
Vickery, Ohio, facility, she said.
Studies have shown PCBs, or

polychlorinated biphenyls,
cause liver damage in humans
and cancer in laboratory animals. Used for half a century as
insulators and coolants in a variety of industrial products, primarily electric transformers,
the EPA banned their production in 1976.
THE EPA CONTENDS Chemical Waste Management employees at the vickery site
Illegally discharged high levels
of PCBs into waste lagoons in an
effort to dilute the PCBs and
avoid the federal regulation requiring PCB fluids to be destroyed by incineration,
Donohua said.
The agency charges more
than 6 million gallons of contaminated liquid later were sold by
the company as reclaimed oil.
The EPA also charges Chemical Waste Management - a subsidiary of Waste Management
Inc., the world's largest waste
handler - stored PCBs and PCBcontaminated materials in open
lagoons and tanks that did not
meet federal storage requirements, Donohua said.

Dateline

Price

INVENTORY CLEARANCE
Sweaters • Suits • Shirts
Outerwear • Sport Coats •
Skirts • Blouses • Slacks

AND MUCH MORE

Pijsterer'B-dlaiMimx
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Graduate
To Responsibility

More people
have survived
cancer than
now live in
the City of
Los Angeles.

Friday, Jan. 25
Graduation Deadline —This
is the last day for students to
apply for May graduation.
Students are to fill out the
application forms in their college office with the exception
of students in the College of
Education who fill out the
forms in the Office of Registration and Records.
Concert —The BGSU's Sym-

phonic Band, directed by
Mark S. Kelly, will perform
at 8p.m. in Kobacker Hall of
the Moore Musical Arts Center. Admission is free.
Concert — BGSU's Concert
Band I, under the direction of
Glen Hayes, will give a concert at 11 a.m. on Jan. 26, in
Kobacker Hall of the BGSU
Moore Musiscal Arts Center.
Admission is free.

Interested in Social Issues?

NUCLEAR ARMS,
CENTRAL AMERICA,
HUNGER.
Come to the Social Justice Committee
Meeting Every Sunday at 8:00 p.m.
St. Thomas Moore
Fireside Lounge

After you graduate, get the kind of responsibility you deserve.
Get immediate decision-making
authority together with the
kind of technical training and
management experience that
add up to a successful career.
Choice management openings are waiting for you in
electronics, engineering,
inventory control, purchas-;'
ing, personnel administration,
systems analysis and similar fields.
The benefits you get are outstanding: 30 days' paid vacation earned
each year, medical and dental care, low-cost life insurance and tax-free
allowances.
The requirements are simple: you must have a BS/BA, be no more
than 34 years of age, pass aptitude and physical examinations, qualify
for security clearance and be a U.S. citizen.
If you're interested in gaining managerial responsibility fast, call the
Naval Management Programs Office:

16101 SNCW HMD, INTERPORT PIAZA III
BROOKPARK, CH 44142

"TOMORROWS
SENIOR EXECUTIVES
MUST COME FROM
OUR RETAIL DIVISION."
That's what our CEO has said, and
that's why we'll be on campus on
January 31st.
We're looking for bright people
who can run a half million dollar
business and have the potential to
climb the ladder.
, Check us out in the placement
office, and then come to see us on
January 31st

216-676-0490

OVERLAND TRADING CO.

Get Responsibility Fast.
,

A Division of Stride Rite Retail Corp.
Equal Opportunity Employer M/F

Sports
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Taylor's shoulders need a break
he can't do it all.
The Falcons are not the
76ers, and Taylor is hardly an
Erving, but as the season has
progressed BG has depended
on the 6-2 guard more and
more.
TAYLOR SCORED 28 points
in leading the Falcons past
Central Michigan Jan. 15.
Saturday he almost singlehandedly beat Western
Michigan, tallying 39, in the 9392 overtime victory.
Tuesday night, Taylor
played another outstanding
game. He notched 26 markers
and played the pivotal role in
J a seven-point second
half EMU lead.
However, in the games
waning moments, Taylor
missed two high-percentage
shots and the Falcons lost.
After the game, Taylor, who
has many times said he hates
losing more than anything, was
disgruntled.
Though he once again
carriedmost of the Falcon
load, he indirectly blamed
himself for the BG setback.
"I missed a couple of clutch
shots," he said. 'Tdidn't hit
when we most needed it."
Taylor shouldn't need to feel
responsible for the loss, he did
his job. However, he didn't
receive much help from his
teammates.
TUESDAY NIGHT BG
displayed a classic example of
a one-dimensional offense. The

After Bowling Green's 6M5
loss to Eastern Michigan
Tuesday night, I felt sorry for
Keith Taylor the way I once did
for my old hero Julius Erving.
In his heyday, back in the
late 70's, Erving practically
carried the Philadelphia 76ers.
And although he had some
talented teammates, like
George McGinnis and Doug
Collins, all the pressure to
produce was squarely on
Erving's shoulders.

The Doctor performed
brilliantly, he was literally a
one-man show. Erving scored
from the inside, the perimeter,
and of course there were the
swooping windmill dunks
which sent many a Spectrum
crowd into a frenzy.
But in the end, the Sixers
always fell short, and in the
press conferences Erving
always accepted the blame by
saying "if I could have done
just a little more, maybe. . ."
Applesauce. Erving had no
one to depend on but himself.
No matter how good a player is

Falcons looked more content to
pass the ball to Taylor than
find an alternate scoring route,
even when it meant giving up
an open shot.
The Taylor dependency has
made the Detroit native the
Mid-American Conference's
sixth leading scorer - 20.8 ppg.
- but given BG the league's
worst team offense, averaging
just 65 ppg. This has translated
into a il MAC mark.
However, it doesn't have to
be this way.
Most successful teams have
a multi-pronged offensive
attack. The Los Angeles
Lakers are led by scoring
dynamo Earvin Johnson. But
where would they be without
the ageless Kareen-Abduel
Jabbar and James Worthy?
While the Falcons aren't
armpit-deep in talented
scorers, BG has the nucleus for
a multi-dimensional offense
which could take some of the
pressure off Taylor.
To start with, Anthony
Robinson should become more
involved in the offense.
Robinson averages 13 ppg., not
bad for a kid who gets most of
his points on offesive rebounds,
simple step-in moves under the
basket, and transition lay-ups.
ROBINSON. WHO is a bona
fide MAC freshman-of-theyear candidate, must shoot
more, especially from the
outside. When he was recruited

from Canton McKinley,
Robinson was supposed to have
a strong outside snot. So where
is it?
I guess Steve Martenet has
been limited to how many
points he may score. Against
both WMU and EMU the 6-7
center scored early and often
underneath. Tuesday he tallied
eight first half points and then
was rewarded for his efforts by
having to ride the bench for
almost the entire second
session. So. when Martenet
plays BG should try to pound
the ball inside to him.
Now we have a perimeter
shooter in Taylor, a baseline
marksman in Robinson and an
inside threat with Martenet.
Any takers for a penetrating
guard?
Oh yes, Brian Miller. For a
while I thought he was on an
extended Christmas break, but
Tuesday he returned in vintage
form. Miller is at his best when
he drives to the hoop and draws
fouls. Against EMU he notched
12 points, eight coming on foul
shots.
So you see there is more to
the BG offense than Taylor
from 20 feet.
Hopefully, the Falcons will
steer away from their one-man
offense. Tney will expand their
offensive loos to where
everyone becomes involved.
Plus, Taylor won't have
slumped shoulders from
carrying the team-

Men's, women's swim teams go separate ways
by Jeffrey Fix
sports reporter

The Bowling Green swim
teams go their separate ways
this weekend as the men host the
Mini-MAC meet today and tomorrow, and the women travel
to Valparaiso, Ind. today, and
Northern Illinois tomorrow.
The men will entertain the
Mid-American Conference's
best, and worst teams this weekend in a practice run of the
conference championship meet
coming up in March.
The reasoning behind the
meet is that in a regular season
dual meet there are 13 events
while at the championship meet
there are 18. The five extra
events are contests that are not
participated in at all during the
regular season.
It would be kind of unfair to
make the kids swim an event for

the first time at the conference
championship meet." BG head
coach Rich Draper said. "So
every year about one month
before the actual championship
meet is held, the Mini Mac takes
place."
THIS YEAR'S participants
include defending MAC champion Eastern Michigan. The Hurons are 54 overall and 3-0 in the
conference. The team is
"loaded" with talent according
to Draper and is expected to win
the meet handily. Other teams
will include a surprising Toledo
team (2-0,2-0), Ball State (2-2,00), a weak NIU team (0-3,0-1),
and of course, BG (3-3,1-2).
Although the fight will be for
second place, Draper said that
winning or placing well will not
be his number one priority.
"I dont think it's important to
win this meet" he said. "I think
it's important to do well but the

most important thing is those
odd events that you don't get to
see the kids in."
Preliminaries will be held tonight at 6 p.m. and tomorrow 10
a.m. with finals tomorrow at 2
p.m.
The women, on the other
hand, are on the road to Valparaiso today, and will stop in
DeKalb, 111. to take on NIU tomorrow. Coach Draper said that
Valparaiso has a ''pretty weak
team with a couple of good kids"
scattered throughout the squad.
Draper said that the ladies
would use this meet to swim
some events that they have not

gotten much practice in recently.
TOMORROW, THE Falcons
face a Huskie squad that could
be surprisingly tough. The
Huskies have a less than impressive 2-2 dual meet record but
three of the four were against
tough Big 10 teams. BG is 5-0 in
dual meets.
Draper said that the meet
"should be very tight and could
go down to the wire."
NIU has the advantage of
having participated in two dual
meets already since Christmas
break while the Falcons have
not competed since December 5,
almost seven weeks ago.

BG gymnasts to
face EMU, NMU
Bowling Green gymnnastics
team hosts Eastern Michigan
and Northern Michigan in a trimeet tomorrow in Eppler North.
The Falcons are coming off a
non-conference victory over
Clarion State which gave coach
Charles Simpson his 100th career win.
Sophomore Tiffany Kosmerl
and freshman Maria DeChara
helped BG take top spots in
every event while they won first
and second in the all around,
respectively.
EMU will be the Falcons'second Mid-American Conference
foe this year. BG beat defending
MAC champs Kent State earlier
this season.
BG gridders honored

The Bowling Green football
team held its annual banquet
last night and handed out the
team awards.
Junior quarterback Brian McClure received the team's Most
Valuable Player award, after
garnering the same honor from
the Mid-American Conference in
addition to MAC Offensive
Player.
Mark Dowdell, senior tight
end, won the Carlos Jackson
Memorial for his contribution to

the team in the areas of leadership, inspirtation and effort
Other awards went to Kermit
Stroh (Doyt L. Perry Award),
Joe Prcblik (President's
Award), Gehad Yousaef (Special Team's Award) and Dean
Hall (Coaches' Award).
Eight Falcons also received
game balls for outstanding individual games including: Stu
Tolle, Greg King, Joe Boxley,
Shawn Simtns, Troy Dawson.
George Schmelzle, Bernard
White, and McClure.
Nye named to golf post
Greg Nye, a former ail-American golfer at the College Wooster, has been named as the head
golf coach and club pro at Bowling Green.
Nye has worked as a golf pro
at two country clubs and assited
at Duke.
At Wooster he was a four-time
all-America gold for the Scots,
he finished eigth in the NCAA
tournament that year while his
team took the Division m title.
He finished as high as second,
only one stroke out of first in
1977 while recording a sixth in
1976 and a fourth in 1978.
Nye assusmes his post February 15.

AUDITIONS
FOR THE MUS I CAL CELEBRATION
OFRGSU'S

75TH BIRTHDrW

NEEDED

SIHGF»S,hCIO»S.

WHERE ■

CHORAL ROOM
miSIClM ARTS CENTER

MMEt*

;

DANCERS

FRIDRV JHH.2STH- TlM PM
SATUROAV JAN. 2STH- 12 NOON

*»RE8EMXAT IOM :
PREPARE A 4 "I "l"f PROGRAM
IHUOl UING ONE MONOLOGUE AND ORE
MUSICAL PROGRAM
a cassttt* player and a piano will
aahaa to brini thtlr own accoaainiatnt

AUDITIONS

m

For further information call 372-2343 ^ —'

EDDIE MURPHY
._RLY.HII.LSI
AT 7:30 & 9:30
WED. STUDENT NJQHT
ONLY $2.00
EVE - ADULTS $3.50 KIDS $2
The yeor o smoll o/oup of Rmencons and
Russians set out on the greatest adventure
of them oil

AT 7:30 « 9:40
*i>*t3*t**v*t»*otei*ei*o*ototo*

APPT85
Appalachian Trail
March 8-16
$95
Sign up in UAO office,

3rd floor, Union
* Informational meeting for
all interested in going on
Wednesday, Jan. 30, 7:00 pm,
Grand Ballroom.
' Only those attending the meeting
will be permitted to sign up
For more information, call
UAO. 2-2343

Press here for a great
data processing career.
The right time. The right piece.
State Farm is hiring.
If you're a senior with a data
processing, computer science or
math background, there may be
a very special career opportunity
waiting for you in one of the
largest corporate data processing facilities in the country.
There are actuarial and auditing Jobs open, too.

Blue Chip. Green light. State
Farm is one of America's leading
insurance companies. Through
innovative marketing and a proud
service tradition it has become
the nation's leading auto and
homeowner's insurer, and one of
the top life insurance companies
in the country.
MDU'II receive expert training.
You'll work on state-of-the-art

data processing equipment MXJ'II
go as far and as fast as you can.
>bu couldn't have a more solid
base to build a career on.
Contact your campus
Placement Director about
State Farm today.
Or visit the State Farm Recruiter. Our representative will
be on campus Feb. 7,1985.

, STATE FARM INSURANCE COMPANIES Home Office* Bloommgtori Wlno* An Eo^ CpporHjnRy Employee.
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Falcons, Rockets to rekindle
MAC'S top roundball rivalry
by Marc Delph
sports editor

Bowling Green coach John
Weinert's car was close to becoming one of the many casualties among the vast
wasteland of snow-covered automobiles on the Ohio Turnpike.
As Weinert was driving
home from a scouting mission
in Cleveland Wednesday night,
he tuned in the Toledo-Central
Michigan post-game show on
his radio in time to bear UT
senior Ken Epperson say, "one
of the biggest things I want to
do is beat Bowling Green at
home before I graduate."
Screeeeeech. Slip. Slide.
Epperson, a two-time allMicfAmerican Conference forward bis never beaten the
Falcons in Anderson Arena
and would like nothing more
than to beat them tomorrow
afternoon at 3 when the two
teams meet.
By the way, the 6-6 senior
scored 24 points in leading the
Rockets past CMU, 67-66.
He is also the main reason
why UT was heavily favored in
the preseason media poll to win
the conference title this season.
"He's a good player," Weinert said about Epperson.
"They have a lot of outstanding
veteran players."
THE FALCONS, on the other
hand, check in as one of, if not,

the youngest teams in the
league. So it's hard for many of
BG's players to contemplate
the meaning of the rivalry in
the matchup.
The closeness of the rivalry
is displayed in the series. The
Rockets lead the by a slim 56-51
margin.
"In the eight years that I've
been here we've split every
time," Weinert said about the
series. "But I don't know if that
will be true this year. Over that
period of time, Bowling Green
and Toledo have been picked in
the top five in the league every
year. This year they were
picked to win it all and we were
picked eighth."
Even so, the essence of the
rivalry is still there.
"It's funny," Weinert said.
"When I first came here I
didn't understand the intensity
of the rivalry. Then I realized
the pressure from the fans and
how both teams feel about it."
Weinert added a little more
fuel for the fire when he said
that there are only four schools
in the United States in the
same conference that are only
19 miles apart: Southern California and UCLA, and BG-UT.
"Whenever you have that, you
have intensity," he added.
Tomorrow's contest is also
the first sold-out game of the
season in Anderson Arena.
EPPERSON IS averaging
15.5 points and 7.6 rebounds per
game. But he is not the Rock-

ets' only threat as guard Jay
Gast is averaging 17.3 ppg.,
mostly from the perimeter.
UT will also start with 6-8
senior center Jim Lange, and
two other guards to the Rocket
three-guard attack; sophomore point Gary Campbell and
junior Bob Bocherdt.
The Rockets are still second
in the league in rebounding
margin, despite the threeguard lineup. The Falcons are
dead last in that category.
BG will counter with the
much younger team, including
two freshmen in center Steve
Martenet and Anthony Robinson and sophomore Bob Nass.
"I am very pleased with our
freshmen ana .some of our
sophomores," Weinert said.
"Especially Bob Nass."
Leading the way offensively
is senior Keith Taylor, who is
averaging 20.8 ppg and surpassed the 1000-point career
plateau Tuesday in a 65-61 setback at Eastern Michigan.
Junior Brian Miller (10.5
ppg., 3.3 assists) rounds out the
starting unit.
The Falcons are 8-8 overall
and 2-5 in the MAC while UT is
M.4-2.
"I still think they're going to
win this," Weinert said about
Toledo. "I like Ohio (who is
currently in first place, 6-1),
but from what I've seen, Toledo has the talent to win it."

Saints gives BG icers a
break from CCHA foes
It's time for a break from
conference play as Bowling
Green's hockey team hosts East
Coast Athletic Conference opponent St. Lawrence University
today and tomorrow 7:30 at the
Ice Arena.
SLU stands at 12-6-1 overall
and 7-5 in the ECAC, good
enough for seventh place. The
seventh place standings still
does not put head coach Jerry
York at ease.
"They beat RPI (currently
first in the ECAC) at RPI,
York said. "They are the only
team to do that. They are a very
food representive of the ECAC.
Think they are a very worthy
opponent and that's good for us
to play a team like that."
The Falcons have a 13-11 Central Collegiate Hockey Association record, and hold third place,
but are 0-4 in non-conference
competition, losing two to ClarksonUniversity, and two at the
Great Lakes Invitational.
They are also coming off a
sweep with Ohio State, losing the
first game, 7-4, and winning the
second, 7-4.
Offensively BG has been

late everbody," said the 43-year- big grin. "I wouldn't have said
old Rose. He needs 95 hits to that 10 years ago. Anytime Cinbreak Cobb's major league re- cinnati and the (Los Angeles)
cord of 4,096 hits.
Dodgers aren't close to the top,
"I didn't come back to Cincin- it's weaker than normal. I don't
nati to beat Cobb's record. think it will be difficult to reach
That's just a matter of time. It the top of our division."
will take care of itself. The real
rewards are winning," he said.
Rose said that he plans to play
The reason for Rose's opti- first base and bat himself secmism as he approaches his first ond although he would not specseason of managing is the ulate on how many games he
makeup of the NL West.
expected to play.
"I think it's the weakest diviHe did say that playing all 162
sion in baseball and I'm glad it
is," said Rose, breaking into a games would be unrealistic".

TICKETS AVAILABLE: Memorial Halll
Ticket Office, Ice Arena Ticket Office or|
at the gate.

I

Look for J.K. Trimble to mind
the nets if Yearwood does not.
Trimble owns a 1-1 record, 4.51
goals against average, and took
the 5-2 loss against CU.
York, who normally waits until the day of the game to decide
who will be in goal, said Wayne
Collins will start today and Gary
Kruzich will play tomorrow.
"It's important that I keep
both goaltenders in action as
much as I can," York said.
"Last weekend we used both
goaltenders, and this weekend
we'll use both, but I don't know
what we'll do next weekend."

AMERICAN CANCCR SOOETY

r

1
One Urge One Item Pizza

i

FREE DELIVERY

352-3551

r*

\

GREENBRIAR INC.

It's Army O.C.S.
(Officer Candidate
School). A 14-week challenge that will make you
dig deep inside yourself
for mental and physical
toughness. And when
you finish, you'll be a trim,
fit, resourceful commissioned officer in the
Army, ready to exercise
leadership.
Find out how to
qualify for O.C.S. Stop
by or call. 352-7541
SFC EUGENE R. LOCKE
SFC GEORGE M.TUVELL

224 E. Wooster
352-0717

RIDGE MANOR
APARTMENTS

FALCON HOCKEY!
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY NIGHT
vs. ST. LAWRENCE

YORK CITED SLU's defense
as it's strong point, but the
Saints might be missing their
top goaltender, Scott Yearwood,
who has been battling mononucleosis, and missed last weekend's game against CU.

'We have to get more scoring
form the other lines," York said.
"I don't want to break up that
top line. It's not that they are not
playing well. They've had good
torechecking and defensive
play."
York said he was pleased with
the line of Brian Meharry, Rob
Urban, and Scott Bylsma In this
week's practice. Should this line
continue to please York in the
series, the fourth line will see
more action than just the normal spot playing.
While the series will not count
In the CCHA standings, York
still has his reasons for wanting

If everyone over 50 had
colorectal cancer checkups;
the cure rate could be 75%.
Callus.

Rose says he'll help lowly Reds
COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) - Cincinnati player-manager Pete
Rose says his quest of Ty Cobb's
record career hits should have
side benefits for the Reds this
baseball season and he even
believes his team can be a National League West contender.
"When I get close to Cobb's
record this year, it's going to
create electricity in the stands,"
Rose said yesterday in Columbus, a stop on the Reds' sevencity, four^tate media caravan.
"They (the fans) will be pulling for the Reds. It will stimu-

to sweep the Saints.
"We think It's important for
our team to represent the CCHA
in the best manner possible,"
York said. "Whether it's football, basketball or hockey, you
still want to want to represent
your conference well."

anchored by their top line In
George Roll, Paul Ysebeart and
Jamie Wansbrough. The three
have 118 points combined, and
usually accont for most of the
Falcons scoring in each series.
THEY HAVE also had some
offense production from defenseman Scott Paluch and Iain
Duncan. Paluch and Duncan
rank one and two respectively
with 23 and 19 points.
However, York Is still looking
for more offensively from his
other lines. In the second game
against OSU the first line had at
least one point in six of the seven

by Steve Qulnn
assistant sports editor

*CLOSE TO CAMPUS
*2 Bedrooms
•Furnished Townhouse Apartments
*Gas Heat
•Laundry Facilities
*Garbage Disposals
•Interest on security deposits for
leases signed before March 31

ARMY
BE ALL YOU CAM BE.
\j

*••••••••••••••******•••••*

WE'LL PAY YOU TO GET INTO
SHAPE THIS SUMMER.

If you have at least
two years of college left,
you can spend six weeks at
our Army ROTC Basic
Camp this sum mer and earn
approximately $600.
And if you qualify, you
can enter the ROTC 2Year Program this fall and
receive up to $ 1,000 a year.
But the big payoff
happens on graduation day.
That's when you receive
an officer's commission.
So get your body in
shape (not to mention your
bank account).
Enroll in Army ROTC.
For more information,
contact your Professor of
Military Science.

ARMY ROTC
BEALLYOUCANBE.
For further Information
Contact Copt. John Cogloy.
Room 1S1 Memorial Hall,
372-2476

•

*
*
*

UAO and MSA
present
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• SPELLBOUND •

*
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Friday, Feb. 1
9:00 p.m.-Midnight
Grand Ballroom, Union

J

*
*
*
*
*
*
*

S-JOO

**•••••••••••••••••••• • • * * +
90

EXPERIENCE the fun and
A
adventure of...
^ I7

SCUBA
• TRAINING SPONSORED BY PROFESSIONAL ASSOCIATION OF DIVING INSTRUCTORS (PADI)
• FEE IS LESS THAN HALF THE PRICE OF MOST SCUBA COURSES
•FEE INCLUDES ALL SUPPLIES. EQUIPMENT USAGE, AND AIR FILLS
•OPTIONAL FLORIDA TRIP FOR CERTIFICATION

-

sign up or call the
REC CENTER

372-2711
*^^^^
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BG women cagers face
struggling UT Rockets
by Ron Fritz
sports reporter

Even though the Bowling
Green and Toledo women's basketball teams have met only 12
times, they have already laid
the groundwork for a fierce rivalry.
Last season, the Falcons won
both games over the Rockets by
a mere total of three points. The
battle will resume tomorrow at
noon in Anderson Arena with an
added twist. Both mentors are in
their first season of coaching
women's college basketball.
Falcon coach Fran Voll, who
has a 7-7 overall mark and a 4-3
record in the Mid-American
Conference at his alma mater,
has iniected new life into the
struggling women's program.
The Rockets. 4-11 overall and
2-5 in the MAC, are coached by
Steve Mix, a 13-year veteran of
the NBA and a former MAC
Player-of-the-Year while playingT at UT.
'Fran Voll is doing a great
job at BG." Mix said. "He has
his team doing the things offensively and defensively that win
games. He is successful in the
minds of a lot of people in the
MAC "
"STEVE IS AN excellent student of the game," Voll said.
"He has played so much basket-

£

ball, that he brings a lot of
knowledge with him."
The Rockets are coming off a
67-53 drubbing at the hands of
Central Michigan on Wednesday, a team that BG beat 58-41
on Jan. 15, to snap the Chips' 26game MAC winning streak. Mix
doesn't think that the loss will
affect his team.
"It won't affect us at all," he
said. "I think we will play better
on the road against BG.
UT is led By junior forward
Liz Meiring with a 16-point per
game average and she is hauling
down 10 boards per game also.
Meiring was named the MAC
Coflayer-of-the-Week last week
with Miami's Tonya Stubbs. totaling 46 points and 25 boards in
two league games.
Sophomore forward DeeAnn
Cherry is averaging 12 points
per game for the Rockets. The
other probable starters are
sophomore forward Michelle
Morgan, sophomore center Carolyn Sakelaris and junior guard
Denine Birtcher.
"Liz is a very gutsy player,"
Mix said. "I wish I had 15 Liz
Meirings. but one will keep us in
every ball game."
"Toledo nas some fine players." Voll said. "Meiring is a
real force at forward and Cherry
can also be a big scorer."
VOLL DOESN'T plan to

change the Falcons' game plan
for the Rockets.
"We'll do what we have been
doing," he said. "We will go
man-to-man. I hope we continue
to play the way we have been."
The Falcons have won two out
of their last three games and are
coming off a big 74-72 win over
Eastern Michigan on Tuesday.
Junior forward Rhonda Moore
hit a 10-foot jumper with 13
seconds left to give BG the win.
Junior forward Stephanie Coe
is leading BG with a 13.5 scoring
average. She is followed by
Moore, who is hitting at 12.5
Kints per game and Junior cen' Joelyn Shoup, who brings a
11.3 scoring average into the UT
contest. Sophomore guard Dawn
Brown and senior guard Dina
Jerinic rounds out the Falcons'
starting line-up.
Shoup, who has averaged 17.7
rebounds per game in the last
three games, is the leading rebounder in the MAC with a 12.5
per game average.
Even though the Rockets
don't have a great record, Voll
isn't taking them lightly.
"Toledo has shown signs of
playing well," he said. "The
way the MAC has gone this
season, you have to be ready to
play every game."

Rhonda Moore's last second jumper beat Eastern Michigan Tuesday.

American Heart Association

NOW RENTING FOR
1985-86 SCHOOL YEAR

* Two-bedroom apartments
* Fully furnished
' Natural gas heat, cable TV hook-up
and water paid by owner
* Laundry facilities, parking lot, bike shed
■available

■ ^yfC^^^Buy 1 X-Urge 2 Item Pizza !
and Get a Free Six-pack of Coke I

352-3551 |
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CHARLESTON APTS.
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EDUCATIONAL CENTEH

Do you like
to camp?
Don't have the
equipment you need?

$560 per person per semester (4 people)
Call Rich at 352-7182

SCHMELTZ PROPERTIES
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BGSU RACQUETBALL
CLUB MEETING
Wednesday, Jan. 30

Golf/Archery Room
SRC

9:00 p.m.
Hew Players Welcome
For more info.
Call 354-8448

CAMPUS MANOR
APARTMENTS
352-9302
>••••••••••••••• Anytime *•••••••••
•
Close to all your needs, classes, convenient stores,
and town.
Furnished, 2 bedroom apartments renting now for
summer and fall
Limited number of roommate postions for the
semester
On site management, maintenance and laundry
facilities.
All utilities paid except lights

VISIT OUR MODEL/OFFICE
505 Clough, Suite B15

UAO Outing Center Equipment Display
January 30, 3-7 p.m.
Grand Ballroom. Union

(next to Sterling & Dorsey's)

MID AM MANOR
2 bedroom furnished
2 bedroom unfurnished

DUPLEXES

702 E. Wooster
122 Frazee

Dale Francis
General Manager
641 3rd Street H

PROFESSORS, TAKE
OUT OF UNIVERS

352*4380

MEADOWVIEW COURTS
214 Napoleon Rd.
352-1195

CALL NOW
Apartments Available
lBdrm.
Furnished Apt.
$270/month

1 Unfurnished
Efficiency
$200/month

All utilities paid

landlord pays gas
tenant pays electric

2bdrm.
Furnished Apt.
$270/month

2Bdrm.
Unfurnished Apt.
$250/month
tenant pays gas
& electric

Tenant pays gas
and electric

•Laundry facilities available •Gas heat
•Swimming pool »Game room 'Party 'Sauna
All residents are granted the priviledge of a
membership to Cherrywood Health Spa

USE KINKCS PROFESSOR
PUBLISHING SERVICE. AND ACTUALLY ADD
SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS
TO YOUR COURSE

FOR QUESTIONS ON PROFESSOR
PUBLISHING, CALL JOSEPH HAHLER,
CAMPUS REPRESENTATIVE AT 354-3977

325 E. WOOSTER

'

AND A$ A gFECIAL StRVICE TO YOU. KINKO* NOW Of FERS A COFYRK1HT RtRMrUIONS
AWfTANCt OFFICE CALL TOLL FREE AND ASK FOR OR HOWARD MAWKES AT:

m-Mtt ouram CALVORHIA
ntMi

(•MI
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CAMPUS/CITY EVENTS
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A890CUTK1N FOR CAREER WOMEN
MEETWQ TUES JAN 28 7:30pm. 114 BA
-QQLLEOE TO CAREER TRANSITION"
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ATTBmOM AIM WWIII
•MAT: WINE ANO CIBESE PARTY
WfBBJt FReDAr JAN. 25, 7:JO-10:0Opm
MOW MUCH: II A HUSO*
MM OMK) MTI Or 1TUDENT UNION.

mrmoLvto

Atma Game and Alpha Ska, Tha brothers ol
ATO am peyohsd to "Sa one on" wan you. Saa
you lonlght.
^
Angel Screeppei and Sua Weber
To lha bast lag and nan- Have a giaal

st THERE

AnWTION SlIkaTkiTARY EDUCATION MAJORS) AMD ELi ED/SPEC ED. DUEL MAJORS!! WHMTRATION DEADLINE FOR HEP
FOR FALL. 1 kit« JANUARY 2111 REGISTER
M Baa, BB. SLOP- PORT FOPOETII

Arete Feeaby

Congress on going sctve. Alpha Gam Lova 4
rrano, Laurta
AtMMfOK KtKJ t™#,'##

Tha fcoer la gene, km aar keg la atw mtossas,
Plaaaa bring * back or eoen H wM ka oar
anna ft,-* aa kkssaasl

ATTMTIOM FMOHMM BUSINESS MAJOR* NOW II TOUR CHANCE TO LEARN
MOM ABOUT THE BEST ON CAMPUS PROFESSIONAL ORGANIZATION AHA CAN
WOW TOO THE WAT. CHICK YOU* MAILBOXES TODAY FOR DETAB-S.

Rllatn HHIfl rtiMn

SemarWmoa
Man. Jan 21, 7:00*m
Taaa. Jan 2S, 1:00pm

Hsnd pakasd eeaborary ■ now Mktk M Bee
Qee Bookstors Si 25 lor • package of Mn

akt

BtoTwtony,
I understand about rrasarig mnadon Ski your
heart out tor the Govenors Cup! Look torwrd
to a kMaalc 2nd sameeter LoM ol took and
AGO Love. LI Amy

WouM you Bte to ba m NORTH CAROUNA.
aOROA. CALIFORNIA or NEW MEXICO now?
You can go to school lhara wtthout paying out
ol-stas kma or being BOSU credlta' Cal 20202 tor NATIONAL STUDENT EXCHANGE
ami apploaSon daaolra a Fat 21'

ChVO Congrats to Jeanne and Tarry on rhak
BeM CteO prairng
Chris. Donna Kety. and Marian. 'Go tor me
Qokf Love, K.H.
Onrj.
Oat psyched lor IrVeMtonl DonT lorget rhoee
dean while undtos'i Love, Barb.
Come and aae CARMAN In concert Anderson
Arena TN0 Sun 3:00pm Ohrttaan Rock

OH campua homing FAIR Landtorda. Unrv 1
Cty rapa wB anawar queebora about oil cam
put «s Tuaa . Jan 29 7 9 Grand Ballroom
Mora Hormatlon cat 372-0248

CONOaUTUJkTIONS JEANME YODER AND
TERRY KEITH ON YOUR CM OMEOA-SETA

THETA PI PmaaaeO. LOVE YA OOOBSL ME
CongrakaMton Lynn Tanner on your peering to
Sam
Love H PKE Your Qamme Phi Satere

LOST t FOUND

CorignAaaabna Annens Dornlnoue on your
Gamma PN-Larnbda Chi engegement Love ki
PKE Your Gemma Phi Satere

Loat: Beige/Ten Worrana waaal Frl 1/18 naar
Union Charyl 372-5384
LoM Smal gray wakrl In Unton Pool Hal
WouM m kmM Bia D1 raoatofc) back Cal 3721448 No quaMtora SJkjSJ

CongreWeeona to Stove Barbari on your avakenng to Dabore Ann Stewart
Your ATO Brothers
i to Karen Helea and John
Graham en thek recent sag Ep/ Alpha XI
OeBa pmnang. SlncerelyThe Brothers ol

SERVICES OFFERED
Bowing Graan Aka Karate atarts Tuaaday. Jan
22 M SI. Thomaa Moore Church. For more
rtomajkon cal 372-0181

Conkd sksoa/rsku wan hypnoea 362-8777
Debbie.
Theae peat monlhee have been the beet ol my
He Thanka tor being Hare. I LOVE YOUI
Al My Love. Stove

CPA Prepnalon For 5/85 Exam
Skrery H Kaplan Ed Ck.
3560 Sacor Rd Toledo
SSS47B1

Deb 4 Pake.
Your guidance and Inarjcranon" hat tod ua to
AGO ma—on' Thanka tor everything Lova,
TheQsmm Buatora

CPA Preparation For 5185 Exam
Stanley H Iranian Ed Ck
3560 Sacor Rd Toledo

Ue-1701

DON'T kM* ''FLORIDA FLMO"
ALPHA SIGMA PH ANO ALPHA PHI AM
READY TO PARTY ON SAT. FEB. I. S-1AM IN
THE NORTHEAST COalNONS.

VISA and/or other nakbnM bank credit cards'
Wart • VISA end/or other nedoral bank credit
card 4 baan rekjcled? Creak problems, bankrupt, divorced, new In credit? We can hob
Smal savings account ( tea required Write or
phone tor FREE detail today! NFS. 23249BX» Broadway. Bedlord, OH 44146 Ph 1218)
781-1866

Scuba Cluil Now lormlng at the SRC Tuaa ,
Ttrurs, Frt
FLORHJA FUNG IS COMING. SAT. FEB. S, S1AM IN TM NORTHEJU1TCOMMOM. FEATURaNO THE SANO "MIXED CC«B»ANY''

rjpenorioed lax prapsraaon S7 50- ahort torrn:

FLORIDA FLBM IS COMING
FLORIDA FLINO IS COaBreQ
IAT. FEB. I. e-1 AM
NORTHEAST COiMaYJMS

115-kmo 352Q99I

Abortion, pregnancy teats
student rates
CENTER FOR CHOICE
oowrrtown Toledo
4ig-265 778g

Frtdey'e lea waa a planned eucceee- But
spontaneity a srways ms beet. Canoe races M
2. deck party M 8 Kaopy Slgmat ara raaky
greatl
Lova, The Kappas

TYPING SERVICES

GET tUTO A WELLNESS UFESTYLE
WITH INFORMATION FROM TM
STUDENT WELLNESS CENTERI
OPEN MON. THRU THURS. 11*C-4:0o
ROOM 220. HEALTH CENTER

16 yra experience term pepers, totters,
returnee 1-885-2240 laaeaonaca rerae

12" Pizza 1 Item

16 Prepare as wine
or cheese
17 Sum totala
19 Penetonplen
Abbr.
20 Jug
21 Armbone
22 Old German
coin
24 Stable leed
26 Joined the
turn, ma
senee
27 Foreneic
conteal
X Ekjar'i"
venallona'
32 Rapidly

33 Beaioe
34
37
35
3S

Obteeeton
Heel
Realiict
Summon

40 Chill
41 Paeaoverrne
42 Atom
43 Sight along lha
line ol march
45 Darwin i cratl
48 Daclered
41 Plckupthe

4S Norman
Vtooenl
50 Eguel
52 Blollta
M Educ.etsenllals. lamiliarly
57 Naval

oereonega
50 Sarnon'a "The
Couple''
51 InvsnlorHowe
82 Jakme
SSKottok)
S4 Post born In
Florence: 12S5
95 Care'scare
rjowN
i Outsn

1

2 Farm
machinery
3 Old one. in
Berlin
a Give In return
5 Sign angels
tore
8 Barriers
7 Noraegod

6 "Grvee
horse..."
9 Soul, in SI Lo
10 Roeorvelund
11 Following loo
closely
12 Be ol one mind
13 Cooking expert
James
11 Tnjrhpetera
equipment
23 Inlet, lor one
25 Homophone lor
eight
26 Alter-dlnner
treat
27 Spenlah
surrealist
28 Beowull
29 Supports lor
wainscoting
30 Sinclair
Lewis's Ganlry
31 Stock: Fr

33 Administrative
asalatant
35 Type type,
lor ahort
36 ReHnqulah

38
39
41
42
44

—-eneer
Fuel source
Snooted
Brooks
Leelher
worker's need
45 Elaleddlod
entertainer

46 Stage pert
47 "Don Carlo''
composer
48 Discontinue
50 Dislreas
51 ParlolO.EF
53 Country on the
Caspian
54 Bevel
55 Malt beverages
56 High note
59 Before dey or
night

■H

KAREN PfBKEY- •»SPm>TrON WEEK IS
HMD ACTIVATION IS VERY HEARI
LOVE, YOUR StO

Yew me >r

Bag anyene oauM esk ler

uaaal Ussk k»k> saaaeekK. DZ Lama, Tamers
Lauds MoOuke.
To me grsMnl bkj anyone oouU
ever have You've helped me out ao
much through pledging I cant wal
■ waaton I apprecaea you Ms
Lova. Your B Sue
Laurie. Thanka ao much tor your support.
encouragement and help' You're terrific
AQD Love I Mate. Amy
LEE DENBa STTWE VESTS Rag S3I 95 SaM
119 96. Jeans N Tranoe 531 Padge
II Amy I
rm so proud ol youl Lova, -Bkj Laurie"
LI
The specka day a akaoet here Juet sack with
HI GET PSYCHED FOR kaTlATrON AGO Lova
» Mk», Baj-Stnrj
LI Sua and Dentee
To tie moat wonderful new IrtJiln. Congrak>
kaoral
Lova. Your Alpha Gam Bigs. Laurie 4 Judy

For the work) to eee. Happy AraaVereary to you
I mel Thanks tor the beat two yeare ol my sa.
Papa, and wal be mealing again In Pittsburgh
rm aural I love yai Oawna
PS We can cotobram tna weekend!
Scuba Cassis now lormlng M die SRC. Tuaa.
Thurs. Frt.
Ream Raeh Ruak
StetrWmgs
Hon. Jaa 21. 7:00em
Taaa. Jan 21, i.-sepm
ts
Lori orders are aM being token Cel between 9
and S to order your tot) and to schedule a
detvery ome Lotla are rented end sold by The
Lofl ConMnjcbon end Storage Ssrvtoe 3623838
OH campua HouMng Fak Everykwig you ever
wankrd to know about ofl-oampua Ivrng wB be
StJBSBtt by andtorda. Unrveralty end Crty
rtna. Tuse.. Jan. 7-9 pm Grand naSrnoni
O.U. WOISEII
THANKS FOR SUCH A FANTAITIC TMSEI I STK.L WANT TO KNOW, IS IT
SETTER TO GIVE PLEASURE OR RECEIVE
m rULE-TSDE ORt^aTTkeOS TO ALL 11
PARTY
BASH
BLOWOUT
FRIDAY NKJHT AT DELTA UPSION
SEE YOU AT 9 00
PERSHSNG RIFLES SMOKER Jen 30 7 OOpm
253 kkmnriM Hei flekeerYnenla- RappeSng
Demo.- Pbza. Open to al Come check ut out.

SKeMACHTS,
ITS BEEN A LONG TIME BABY ALPHA PHI'S
ARE READY FOR SOME FUN, FUN, FUN.
WHAT A OREAT WAY TO START THE SEMES
TER! SEE YOU SATURDAY NIGHT LOVE.
THE ALPHA PHJB
Fleer Hockey tor men Entries era dee Jen. M

By 4BSS M IIS SRC
Stop amcaang wan hypnoea "382-8777"
Sunday Beer I Wine eekta M JT.'i Carry-Out
406Thut»tsv
SUNDAY BEER 4 WteE SALES AT
J.T.'a CARRYOUT
406Thuratn
The Brothera ol Sigma Phi Epseon would aka to
LiongrakiMe Eric Doarler and Nancy Taylor on
tak recent engegement Good kicker
THINK aORSDA FLINO
THINK FLORIDA FUNG
ALPHA SMS AND ALPHA PMB AM READY
TO PARTY. COME AND JOM TM PUNT
FtutTUPJNQ TM BAND "SUED COMPANY." SAT. FED I, HAM NORTHEAST
TOGAII TOGA" TOOAII
SIGMA NU TOOAII PARTY
TOGA!! TOGAI! TOOAII
TO OUR OOLDENHEART LITTLES WE CANT
WATT FOR YOU TO FteD OUT WHO WE AM.
WE'RE PSYCHED FOR A FANTASTIC TIME!
SEE YOU AT THE END OF THE STRING!!
WE LOVE YOUI! YOUR OOLDENHEART BIOS
Scuba Cl
Tnurt. Frl

now lormlng M the SRC Tuaa.

TM B.OSJJ. PAOEANT ■ COMStfl
UNOERGRAOUATE ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
eaTORMATrONAL MEETING MONDAY JANUARY 28. 6:30PM MrLETI ALUMNI CENTER
(ACROSS FROM HAFSHMAN QUAD) ALL
LBeTJEPMrWPUATES HVTTED
CAMPUS WBX TRIVIAL PURSUIT CONTEST WILL M MLS ON FES. 2 IN N.E.C0MMONS. ENTRY FEE » S1I.M PER TEAM.
FOR MOM INFO OR TO REGISTER CALL
972-2140 OR 112-2407. SPONSORED BY
ADPt

SB3 76 a Monkl - Mats Non^moker Free Heal
Ckl3>4-S7»S
0 FEMALE ROOI
CLOSE
IFORklFORMA-

Cdd7 Stop Wakhgl 1B78 But* Opal $500

CH Tom 362-9230
FOR SALE: OFFICE DESK SSS, MM SELECTS*: TYPtWRHtR 12*0. PH: U2-4SS0 AFI LeR tor ask) ■ 8120 00. DiotStnl
adder Incejded. ssMnsd dark oak and
»eprootoc^^eeByl35?383e^^^

FOR RENT

noonmaki nttded tor SrjOng/Surnmer
Apt. Comer ol S Coiege I Napotoon.
neer drrve-tlni nessinisMl, Cal Don
or Damon 364-8141

Certy Rentaa
houses 1 apartments
oMoe hours 11-4pm
« 318 E Merry Apt 3
or phone anywne lor Info
362-7386

NorvemokJng roorrtrnaae needed aitrtveoaatery
Rent a 180.00 e monkl pus eacklc seal 4
ways. Vega Green Apaa Cal 364-7718
MaM roommeH needed tor Ma earn. 3647278
HELPI 3 OJRLS NEED 4TH PaVfTE. FOR SPR.
SEM. MCE APT.. LOW RATE. CLOSE TO
CAMPUS CALL USA 364-8021
WANTED: F. ROOMMATE FOR APT. M NICE
HOUSE. SINVmo INCLUDES EVERYTHING
CALL NOW 362-4438

HELP WANTED
ELECTRICIANS
Oa^ORTLkaTTY
(Man I Women)
The Toledo JoH EtockBMne' Apprentceeriip
end Trakang Corrartrrtee wB ba accepting appeceaone tor aoprervaoeerap trom January 28.
1086 mrough Fabruary 8. 1986 Appaceaora
aS be l liail al tie Apprenaceehlc Trerrang
Center. 803 Lime Cty Road. Roeetord OHo
(berand Local #8) trom 9:30 an. to 11 30
am. . Monday through Friday, t you ara
between 18 and 26 (Inckarve) yaara ol age (up
to 30 tor quetrymg vatorara). and succeestuty
' of ekjaura. have a legh
aohool olptomt and a mati and aoanca background, and are kt good phyaJoal and mental
conrJIon. you qualty lo apply tor aard Program
YOU MUST APPLY M PERSON.
Ail BaaM Onirtaaki Impleyer.
Prograeeka oompany aeeldng ambrBoue todV
vxJual tor eummer ernplovment Excelenl expenence tor to buttwat mtodad airjMduM
ourauing a laaiaat degree WB nvorve the
uurjriR'aaon ol ouhnge and apecai eventa
Mhtnurn ol two yeera ol undergreduale atudy
and taxtjaa houra a muet Sand pareorak
hkynaallon or reaume to: Qaauga Lake PeraonnM Dtp). 1080 Aurora Rd.. Aurora. OH
44202.
Counaetora: CAMP WAYNE, northeastern
Panne Co-ed chrkkena camp We wS mter
vtoar Of Camp Day Tuaaday. March 5ti Write
12 Avaverd St.. Lido Etoech. N.Y. 11561
llnckide your letophone raanbar) or cal 518888-3217
GC^^RNMENT JOBS S15.000-S50.000/yr.
poaataa. Al ooaunttana. CM 1-806-8B78000 Eid R-9849 tor kaorrraaton.
Iteybeatrjat tor top 40 band Own equipment a
muet 372-6007 or 354-4489
OtkMptrton to eel medkari priced costume
araraky No oath, no eettnaai. no pertiee
needed kranadaaa ceeh to laMeraranri. CM
Jka GUrJamkh. omoe (4IS) 337-3337. residence (419) 337-0382. 128 N. FuSon SI

Modern 2 bedroom Apartment a aaatll Fkndba liaikg Vaaoa Green Aperrments 364
3533
| t|
TVVO-2 bedroom turn., cent hmt. Mr.
F. roiemokera. FM 1986 (9 mo. Maaa)
Upper -$320 para ua
lower-1340 pka uM
No crakken or peta Depoetl required
363-0046 kM= 6:30 to 4:30 (appt)
Ona and two bediumri tuailiiKaiaa/houaea
doea to campua. 8 and V Rentaa Bam-3pm
352-7454 After 5pm cal 832-7665
OM ROOM APARTMENT FOR RENT SIM
keCLUUeS UTaJTeSS. NO STOVE. BUT IT
HAS A FRaTJQCONE BLOCK FROM CAMPUS.
PLUSH. INEXPENSIVE. CONVEWENTI CALL
MKE AT 472-4221

Apartments. Houaoe. DupMxee
CM 354-2260 or 362-8553
John Newtove Reel Eatate
311 E Wooeter

2 bdrm . Ig . neat 2 bka to cempue. 224 Troup
$300 00 AvM. June 16 Can artor 6 OOpm
364-1079
1 a 2 meat or tomato roommatee needed
daspsTMeii to there 2 bedroom apt with 2 run
gta tor the itrraaiidei ol Spring Sameeter
FREE uee ol waterbed Si your own room Rent
aonry $125/mo for 1 person or $93.75/mo
tor 2 Only pay tor Feb . March, and Apr! rent
Uee ol Cherrywood Heakh Spa Included CM
Soot M 353-0143.
Houses I Apto. tor 1985'se acnool yaw.
Smah-Bogga Rantafc). 362-9457 Mam. 124pm or 362-8917 after 8:00pm.
Need F eejdenb to IB apta and houaee. AvM.
now Neer campua Ph -362-7386.
Apt tor Rent tor Sprm* ttMlMlr.
2 bedroem, ruty tura. epL Heat, Cable T.V.
kllllM. wrier paM by ewner. Cleee to
. Cal JI2-71I2 aak tor Rich.
OMaplaj rooms aval Fum I urrlum AvM 2nd
eemeetor NaM 4 okan CM Newexa Mgmt

362-5820.
THURSTTN APARTMENTS
A« COSsDrnONteQ. FULLY CARPETED. CABLEVTSION. EFFICIENCY. LAUNORY FACaJ
TIES NOW LEASkNG FOR SUMMER I FALL.
461 THUPBTW AYE 352-5435
Fum

2 bedrm Sickidea heel, cable pad
B Apr! S325m>onlh 824 6th St Apt. C2
382-4988, aak tor Apt C2

FOR SALE

Pamaag tor 1SSS-1SBS. Two bedroom rutry
kamllkll AC Aate. Hkte month S year
staeea. auroaBent tooaSari. CM I42-4SSS
2 Pedroom apta. a ttatili. Dale 362-4380

IMS- A YEAR FOR CHANOE
Ara you bond aim your thape and even
mere bared wtth your tob??? Altond a IS
I tad kM ua kelp you turn

Aetong S560 354-7338
$996 $2996 00 Kroma
ITV
1-891-2181
4 Food Coupon Bookt tor eak>, S76 or beat
oiler MuM eel CM 372-4744 or 372-5369
SEARS ELECTRK; TYPEWRITER. EXCELLENT CONDtTrON. MUST SELL. CAU MARY
2-4239

Bat aaaajMakts- Ne teee. Ream 1ST I
IkMTkiga Jaa SemM7^0pja.Aa* tor Saiay.

'69 Ponaac Lemara convertWe. Red wtBi btocfc
top. Gd oond . rune wei $ 1.000 or beet otter
372-1638 Mate

Improve memory/crmcenkakon "wan" hypnoea 382-8777

IT-Brttte
7-aoraan, eack/ervery deergnod
For mora Into, oal 384-1412

FM 1986
2 bdrm. turn apt.
362-2883
MOkeBaktM • AepaatTrTHyrtl

doea to campus tor 85-88
school year. 1-287-3341.
1 bdrm. clean, comrbnstaa 1 Aval now.
another Seal Sept 1. 142 Buttonwood.
$170.00. CM prior 6:00pm 364-1079
HOUSES snd APARTMENTS
Ooee to Cempue
66-66 aohool year 1 287-3341

FIELD MANOR APARTMENTS

J

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

KarJe- SurpMel You and your 6 beat klands
Irtajdlng ma) are going to STREAMER S to
LlllLlMl your BrHTHOAV TONIGHT! We oal «i
FREEI Lova. KMhy

Pack- We're (net. together' a torever long
enough? I love you, Bern
Rob, I maeed you aet tinmaii. I'm ao happy
em can snare tea nmnli together I love
you Monara
Round kip ocket tor eafct anywhere m U.S.
Good mrough Spring breekl Cheap! Cel 362107S
SAM rS HAPPY HOURS— 4 TO epm
r YOU ARE 21. WE WHL M HAPPY
TO BaJRYl TOUl
Sherri- Beet ol luck to a tpecai pommerena
L°" >«■■»««>

Naad 1 MaM u ahara apartment Si 12 SO a
monsi pta esaatlc 3 looramaMi. 2 Darksome,
2bata, Jan. rani paid CM 364-6164
M rate., ntaa 3-bdrm HUM 420 S Coaaga
364-1106

224 E. Wooster
352-0717

143 E. Wooster
352-7603

'4.05

CMSmat >B«MTrj»aallT ■ THE LAskkDA
CMLTKE,CHI OIBMAaWlllliAY PARTY AT
THE TIKE HOUSE.
HAPPY BIRTHDAY, MOo»
CM ALPHA
OF EXCELLENCE PROORAM:
T.", OM WIBMMIILBsIl, PROFES^
AWARD WBWSM NEWSPAPER
OP TM IBM FISHEAD PUUT2ER
ASSOCIATE WITH TM BEST!
CM ALPHA
CM ALPHA
EAT LAKE! CONCLAVE.
M.IS
TM
HIM

1973 IMPALA. rum wee. «al naada mumar
Atfckig 1250. 364-7338

WANTED

GREENBRIAR INC

BJ.'s Food Emporium

..Expires 1/28/85.

I love you end I man you. See ya tea weekend
Lova, TTmrny

Kevsv Thanka tor me kowa,

BUDDY BUDDY'S
PET PSYCHED FOR BKaHOI

Would you But to ba n NORTH CAROLINA.
FLOROA. CAUFORNIA or NEW MEXICO now?
You can go to acnool thara without paying out
ol state kma or loahg BOSU craoHa! Cal 20202 tor NATIONAL STUDENT EXCHANGE
rJo-apptcaaon daarjha Fab 211

ACROSS
1 Practices lor
stout
6 Wilde's "A
OlNo
Importance"
11 Flap
14 Togo:Fr.
16 "Thare'a
nothing like

r MmaBS Mueerrt

LAMBDA CM ALPHA WILL M BACK ON

GREAT LAKMRETakOM.

THE k»SS B-0.S-U. PAOEANT IS COaSalQ
Biana Congra>aa»:na to Ten Bowete on your
a elirHu to Lynn Aorta. A.K.A. "C W."
Your ATO Brothers

Sock* Jueeoe Comrnrnaa Ckgarazetorai Mail
hg Sunday B 00pm. SI Thomaa Mora Flraalda
Lounpa.

\l

ash Jon

RuehRuahRueh

MADO- -leathers Agarrat Drur* Driving- art
haw a meeting, opan to am pubic, dip.
Monday. Fabruary a at Ba Knappi Rattaurart. 6639 Monroe SI, Sytvarao. Ohio

Free
Delivery

TM BAS4L PAQ1AITT B) COBBJSa
HEY AXO-8 GET PSYCHED FOR A OREAT
TB* THB FPJDAYI LETS START THB SEMESTER OFF WITH A OREAT TsVaSI LOVE,
THE PHI pars
Hay Kappa Segal Tha Phi Mm ara taady lor a
great au reiiliindl See you el Ke toe and on
Ha stopee Oat paycnad1
Tha Phi Mm
MEYPMITAUB,
Oal raady to lam wan toe Oaa Oaaa kWghtli
I AM TrkMONQ ABOUT YOU I LOVE YOU!
KM
Jenrtasr, Anna, and Rhonda
Mao has baan graai even I were hatod. You
ara Mich a bargain, bargain tor ma. PS You
can pay wkh la kjraeo whoa I'm gona
JaMTkaOli
Taaml

JSKJERS- •
Wal tomorrows ma dayl 0*1 your equipment
raady and Stoat amaakma and bacauaa tha la
mo day we've M baan weeing lor.
™» KtPW**»»
PHYUJBWARE
HAPPY BSTTHOAY TO MY Ul
YOU'RE
THE BEST! LOVE, BETS
ICW ALPHA
QUOTE OF THE WEB*:
"A HTClBaa ■ WORTH A THOUSAND

542.560 Fraiee Awe. ■ 519 Leroy Ave.

♦CLOSE TO CAMPUS
*2 Bedrooms
*2 Baths
♦Furnished & unfurnished
♦Laundry Facilities
♦From $425-&450 per month
♦Interest on security deposits for
leases signed before March 31

ANSWEI TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

TT cmaaaTT/ulir
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ATTENTION
AMA
MEMBERS
_

AMERICAN
MAmi
TING
/19BOCMTION

Wine and Cheese Party
Ohio Suite of Student Union
Friday Jan. 25 7:30 - 10:00 p.m.
$
2 a person
linmng tna
nciptling lor tht lulurt
rottssionil

^^

M
J^

M

JL ^^& ^^w W
i^^

Tle M

Sell! Sell! Sell!

You Can ?
LEscape Ads

Inside

"•"* Maoazlne
January 25.1985

Jriday-l
HMMIIVSMHIZIM-

Cover

FREfflZW
"WE GIVE YOU mORET

Buy a large
16" Pizza

Buy a medium
13" Pizza

Get a
medium 13"
FREE

Get a

Small 10"

*W» nm number of Rome
One Coupon Per Pluo

Wan nme amber of Men*
One Coupon Per AIM

Friday takes a good look at advertising and how It affects us all.

■

VOTED IIST PUZ« IN I.G.

•*-«•

..*

Jeane Dlxon
The famous forecaster visits Toledo with plenty of good stories.

■
V
" -

Music Video Advertisements

FREE

352-5166
K

No Delivery

DC9SP^

This Special
""*"

niatlW

'*

OPEN 4 Pm

*> D»"very

IhU Special
r*ne-n

j

>*■■■'■'■——eee>eiee»ees»esleiieea«asiaejesieetBeeeeee.

-Howard's club H

Friday writer Greg Klerkx comments on the commercialism of music
video and projects future consequences.

At the theater

January 25.26

Torch Song Trilogy

5

And Much More!
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RESUME

When you need to make
your best impression,
let us print your resume

Summer Theme Park Entertainment
Positions available now for Singers,
Dancers, Musicians, Technicians, Animal
Characters, Puppeteers, and Costumers at CANOBIE
LAKE. Salem, New Hampshire; ADVENTURELAND, Des Moines,
Iowa; DARIEN LAKE, Darien Center, New York; GEAUGA
LAKE, Aurora, Ohio; HOLIDAY WORLD, Santa Claus,
Indiana; MAPLE LEAF VILLAGE, Niagara Falls, Ontario,
CANADA; MAGIC HARBOR, Myrtle Beach, South Carolina;
GREAT ESCAPE, Lake George, New York.
BOWLING GREEN, OHIO
Monday, January 28, 1985
Bowling Green State University
University Union-Alumni Room
10:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.

-DATA SHEETSProfessional work at
reasonable prices. Stop in
and see our samples.
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Jeane Dixon: Of fact or fiction
America's favorite psychic foretells all
by Larry Harris
Her books are constant best sellers.
Her columns are published in over 300
newspapers in 18 different countries.
The National Enquirer loves to print
her stuff. She even sells real estate in
the nation's capital.
Oh, yes...she predicts the future,
too.
Jeane Dixon, modern day prophet,
says "Everyone has ESP (extrasensory perception), some more than
others."
As the first part of the "live at
Lunch" guest lecture series at the
Real Seafood Restaurant in Toledo on
Jan. 16, Dixon related to an enthralled
crowd of fans and curious onlookers
her theories on religion, politics and,
of course, prophecy.
"We are all part of a cosmic concert," she said. "We must discover in
ourselves the role our cosmic conductor has determined for us."
Dixon, garbed in a black dress and
hat, said her role includes both that of
predictor and prophet, which she
i^aimB are very different.
"Predictions concern events. My
predictions are made after careful
consideration of the human characteristic and with due concern of possible alternate outcomes.
"Prophecy concerns the will of God.
The outcome cannot be altered. My
foreseeing tbe death of Kennedy in
1932 was a prophecy."
Dixon is quick to assert that her

Dixon offers some friendly advice to one of her admirers
"foresight" is not related to the occult
or supernatural, but rather is spiritual in nature, a gift from God.
"I would never use an Ouija board
or other occult devices," she said. "I
go to church every morning and pray
for God's will. I pray every night
before I go to sleep, too."
With a soft, cryptic whisper, Dixon
predicted a happy life for a specific
audience member celebrating the anniversary of her divorce only if she
remarried after the age of 43.

"If you marry before then, you will
be very unhappy," she warned the
woman.
Dixon cited her predictions on the
March 14 airing of the Johnny Carson
sbow(one of several television appearances) as proof of her ability.
"On that show, I predicted that
Fritz Mondale would be the democratic nominee and that Geraldine
Ferraro would be bis running mate.
Everyone said 'who?' when I mentioned Ferraro."
"I also predicted Reagan's landslide election," she boasted. "I also
predicted his destiny long before he
was even governor.
In response to an audience member's question of when we will have
honest politicians, Dixon replied, "We
will have honest people ui government when you elect them."
In defense of some of her publicized
predictions that missed the mark,
Dixon referred to problems she has
with the media who print her predictions.
"Editors often reduce the complex
to the simple," she said. "I give them
about five times more than is printed
and in the editing process, the predictions are changed."
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When asked if she had any messages for Bowline Green students,
Dixon replied, "I like students. I like
to get to them young and tell them to
have confidence in themselves.
"We cant all be what we want, but
we can be what we were conceived
for. Every road leads to tbe same
place, the chairman of the board,"
she smiled.
Dixon answered a few more questions from the audience and excused
herself.
"I'd like to talk with you more, but
my plane leaves soon," she apologized.
Dixon ended the lecture with the
audience joining in with a chorus of
"God Bless America."
"No matter how big we are, we
always have something to learn," she
said. "We can always change our
course.
"The biggest obstacle to seeing
'tomorrow is our own ego. "The more
we understand ourselves, the more
we can understand our future."

Cleveland radio station
ranks first in country
Jeane Dixon speaks to a packed house at Portslde.
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Cleveland rocker WMMS-radio has
been voted "radio station of the year"
for the sixth consecutive year by a
reader's poll in Rolling Stone Magazine, according to John Gorman,
operations manager for the station.

^
"We thank our listeners for their
great support, and we're now planning a number of major events for
1985 in appreciation of this award,"
Gorman said. "Our listeners are number one!"
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by Greg Klefkx
Music videos, the trend of trends in
1984, didn't confine their audio-visual
assault to MTV. Advertisers figured
oat quickly that the new craze could
mean big bucks, and soon video commercials were flooding prime-time
programming Everyone from McDonald's to Hershe/s to Coca Cola
spent millions on these mini-spectaculars, sparing no expense for the best
in funky music, "atmosphere" and, of
course, breakdancing.
A few companies were even so
adventuresome as to include rock
stars in their ads. Care-Free sugarless gum beat everyone to the
punch by promoting Hall and Oates on
their 1978 concert tour. They are now
the most successful duo in music
history - their latest tour is being
sponsored by Pontiac Fiero.
In one of the riskier rock commercial ventures, Honda teamed up new
wave favorites Grace Jones and
Adam Ant to promote their latest line
of motoracooters. Slick production
and shrewd demographic targeting
(the ad ran in heavy rotation on MTV)
made the commercial a huge success.

Commercialism invades

Music Videos
Take Prince, for instance. The
scene is set. A smokey dry-iced stage
cropped with flashing neon, and out
steps Mr. Androgyny in his patented
Jimi Hendrii-in-drag attire. He
breaks into a rousing rendition of
"Purple Rain".
But wait! The lyrics aren't quite
right. Oh no! It sounds something like
"Burger King, Burger King" instead.
Yeah, that's it.."Burger King^Burger Kiiing...I only want a juicy whopper now at Burger King?' Then the
camera zooms in just as Prince executes a pirouette and drops to the
floor in a cheerleader's split. He pulls
out a Whopper and takes a huge
chomp out of it, smiling suggestively
as the commercial fades.

Let us not forget Elton John who
discovered that ''Sad Songs Say So
Much," but "Sasson pays so much."
And of course there is Michael Jackson and Pepsi.

Billy Idol would be a prime commercial candidate for just about any
toothpaste imaginable. Let's take the
Crest commercial, the one where the
little kid sprints 40 blocks from his
dentist's office to tell his mommy
about his check-up.

Is there a pattern developing here?
Are all of our modern music heroes
selling out to big business? Who
knows. The only thing that is certain
ir that the trend doesn't show any
signs of stopping soon. It seems that
just about anyone with a name might
pop up in a video commercial, and if
the trend is toward the outrageous,
then the possibilities are endless.

Instead of the kid, the door slams
open and in struts Billy, decked out in
leather underclothes and tattoos. He
grabs his understandably distraught
mother by the curlers and snarls to
reveal a set of snow-white choppers:
"Ay, mum. No cavities, see? Kids
would brush their teeth 19 times a day
just to be like their Idol and Crest
would sell like hotcakes.

UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN
Michigan Union, Kuenjel Room
Monday, Jonuary 28
Singers 1-3 PM, Dancers 4-5 PM
Instrumentalists & Specialty Acts 1-3 PM
KINGS ISIANO
American Heritage Music Hall
Saturday. Jonuary 19,10-3 PM
Sunday. January 20.10 2 PM
Technician Interviews will be held at Indiana University in the
Student Union Alumni Hall on Wednesday. Jonuory 30 trom
1-5 PM, and at Kings Island in the American Heritage
Music Han on Saturday, January 26, Sunday, Jonuary 27
trom 12-4 PM (both days)

Singers • Dancers • Instrumentalists
Technicians • Variety Performers •
$190-$2707week
On* louna top m law VM4 DS pad ID rwed pafloiman
hovWng OVW 250 m*M K> tie pant
Contact [nltnamianl D*paiIntent, lung* Uancl
KtngiBond OM4S0W
< CopyngM WM. Kvtgi Productions 1932 leaNand Avenue
cmcmnali C**o 4&2W
KINGS ISIANO-KINGS DOMINION
CAROWINDS • CANADA* WONDERLAND,
CREAT AMERICA • HANNA SAMOA LAND
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With charisma like Bruce
Springsteen's you'd think that some
advertiser would have nabbed him up
a long time ago. The Boss could sell
just about anything, especially anything that's really ''American."
How about Levi's 501 jeans? Certainly a man with the chutzpah to put
his own behind on an album cover
could sell swr»ething as simple as blue
jeans. Picture it: The Boss standing
on a dimly-lit streetcomer. growling
out "Dancing In The Dark" as the
camera zooms in on the SOI label
stamped on his derriere. Perfect.
Twisted Sister for IBM Computers?
not: everyone's always comj that today's generation will
! lost tomorrow without the ability to
use the Almighty Computer. Twisted
Sister would definitely register higher
than Charlie Chaplin with the 14 and

under crowd - so what if they wear
make-up? So did Charlie Chaplin.
Besides, if the IBM deal didn't pan
out, Maybelline would probably hire
them in a minute. They could sell to
both genders.
And then there's Madonna. No use
stating the obvious about her image:
feminine products are definitely out.
She is a heck of a dancer though and a
Dr Pepper commercial might be right
up her alley. Maybe she could team
up with Michael Jackson.
Sure, you might be laughing now
but this is more serious than it seems.
Rolling Stone recently reported that
Eddie Van Halen got a very severe
haircut and did a series of ads for
Kramer guitar. Ray Parker Jr. and a
dozen others did a take-off on "Ghostbusters" for a Gatorade commercial.
Who's next? Cyndi Lauper for Clairol Styling Mousse? Advertising
moves with the times and the trends.
If you, one day, turn on your TV to
find Boy George chatting about his
new line of menswear, remember that
you read it here first.
Greg Klerkx Is a senior magazine
journalism major from Mt. Clemens,
Michigan.
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Artist profile

Foreigner: back to rock
by Tracey Batdori
After several unsuccessful attempts at stardom on the the British
rock scene, Englishman Mick Jones
formed his own band in 1976 called
Foreigner. With ex-King Crimson
member Ian McDonald and Dennis
Elliot, who played on the Hunter-Ronson tour in 1975, Jones recruited three
Americans, Lou Gramm, Ed Gagliardi, and Al Greenwood.
After a year of rehearsing. Foreigner debuted their first album in
1977 titled simply. "Foreigner,"
which produced the hits "Feels Like
the First Time," "Cold as Ice," and
"Long, Long Way From Home."
Selling over seven million copies in
1978, their second LP, "Double Vision," rocketed up the charts with the
title track and ''Hot Blooded." The
third album, "Head Games," sold 3
million copies and spawned the hit
single "Dirty White Boy."
In 1980, Jones took the band off the
road to reflect and restructure the
group's format. Internal friction
caused McDonald and Greenwood to
quit the band the summer of that
same year. Ex-member of Small
Faces and Roxy Music Rick Wills was
added to play bass, replacing Gaglardi. The foursome's next album was
appropriately named "4," coyroduced by Jones and Robert John
Lange, who also produced albums for
AC/DC and the Boomtown Rats.
In the winter of 1981, "4" went to

number one on the U.S. album charts.
Three singles from the album, "Urgent," "Waiting For A Girl Like
You," and "Juke Box Hero," proved
to be hits.
Foreigner's new album, "Agent
Provocateur," (named for a secret
agent who infiltrates an organization
to cause trouble for its members)
eludes a former accusation of framed
commercialism. The leader of the

pack still proves to be Jones who has
written all but one of the songs on the
recent LP.
The first three cuts on side one tjo
from one extreme to the other in
terms of hard rock to mellow rock.
"Tooth and Nail" pumps you up and
leaves vou invigorated. '"That Was
Yesterday" slows things down a bit to
let you catch your breath, serving as a
mediator between the first song and

the rare ballad, "I Want to Know
What Love Is" (with an assist by the
New Jersey Mass Choir). It leaves
you subdued, yet enlightened, especially after associating it with the
powerful, sensitive video.
Side two shows the compatability of
Jones' and Gramm's songwrit'ng.
Talking about love and presetting
both sides qf the coin, are A Love in
Vain" and "Down on Love." "A Love
in Vain" is insipid and sappy as
Gramm sings, we'll make our first
kiss last forever. Put the pieces back
together. Cause there's still a chance.
There may be hope to save our romance. I won't let this love be in
vain." "Down on Love," counters the
song cynically and consoles those of
us who have felt the rejection of an
unrequited love by basically saying,
You're not worm the salt in my
tears:" "Dry your eyes cause your
heart's gonna mend, and maybe tonight you '11 fall in love again.''
Foreigner's ability to rock combines with the right amount of keyboard flourishes to polish the album.
Foreigner is Mick Jones, lead guitar and main keyboards; Lou
Gramm, lead vocals; Dennis Elliot,
drums and Rick Wills, bass guitar.
Tracey Batdorfis a freshman journalism major from Brunswick, Ohio.
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Top Ten
HOT SINGLES
l."I Want to Know What Love Is"
Foreigner (Atlantic)
2."Easy Lover" Philip Bailey (Columbia)
3."Careless Whisper" Wham (Columbia)
4."You're the Inspiration" Chicago
(Full Moon-Warner Bros.)
5."Lover Boy" Billy Ocean (JiveArista)
S."The Boys of Summer" Don Henley (Geffen)
7."Like a Virgin" Madonna (Sire)
8."I Would Die 4 U" Prince & The
Revolution (Warner Bros.)
9."Method of Modern Love" Daryl
Hall fc John Oates (RCA)
10. "Neutron Dance" The Pointer
SWers (Planet)
TOPLPs
l."Born in the U.S.A." Bruce
Springsteen (Columbia )-Platinum
(More than 1 million units sold.)
2."Like a Virgin" Madonna (Sire)Platinum
. _
3 "Purple Rain" Prince* The Revolution (Warner Bros. (-Platinum
4."Agent Provocateur" Foreigner
(Atlantic)

hits,

Lps

5."17" Chicago (Full MoonWarner
Bros. (-Platinum
6."Make It Big" Wham (Columbia (-Platinum
7."Reckless" Bryan Adams (A&M)
8."Private Dancer" Tina Turner
(Capitol)-Platinum
9.r'Big Bam Boom" Daryl Hall &
John Oates (RCA(-Platinum
10."New Edition" New Edition
(MCA)-Gold (More than 500,000 units
sold.)
BLACK SINGLES
l."Mr. Telephone Man" New Edition (MCA)
2. "Gotta Get You Home Tonight"
Eugene WildeiPhilly World)
3."Misled" Kool & The Gang (DeLite)
4."Beep a Freak" Gap Band (Total
Experience)
57"Rain F
5T"Rain
Forest" Paul Hardcastle
(Profile)
6."Love Light in Flight" Stevie
Wonder (Motown)
7."Treat Her Like a Lady" The
Temptations (Gordy)
•.''Missing You" Diana Ross (RCA)
9. "The Men All Pause" Kh/maxx
(ConsteQation-MCA)
10."Ltke a Virgin" Madonna (Sire)
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become
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Advertising: The

commercial methc

by Linda Hoffman
During Super Bowl XIX, University
students may have used the commercials as a time to attack the refrigerator or replenish a snack. However,
with the cost of a 30-second commercial, these fans should have stuck
around for the advertisements, saving the beer run for a lull in the game.
A 30-second time spot alone cost
roughly $500 thousand with the sponsor paying production costs over and
above that.
This price tag may seem astronomical, but considering that nearly 100
million people watched the Super
Bowl, the cost per thousand reached
makes the investment worthwhile
said John Holmes, marketing professor.
According to Holmes, students receive between 300 and 1200 advertising messages per day. To avoid
saturation, people learn to automatically build up defenses against advertising by tuning out those
Outdoor advertising on campus advertisements that do not meet a
greets students to and from class.
current need.

These advertisments can be television or radio spots, newspaper ads,
fliers, billboards, window displays,
even printed t-shirts.
Advertising is such a normal dayto-day intrusion many students do not
realize how many choices and varieties are available to them as consumers. Such as where to order a pizza
from or which bookstore to buy textbooks.
Advertising is an extremely influencial tool used by marketers to persuade people to consider their product
or service, said Holmes. People have
needs and advertising calls attention
to them and provides information to
best satisfy these needs.
The vast reaches of advertising are
overwhelming. There are roughly 465
million radios in the United States about 5.5 per household. Eighty-eight
percent of all TV households (about
96%) view television daily with an
average of 7.5 hours per day. In fact
an average person lives with the
advertisers work more hours of a day
than he spends with his family. In 1981
alone an estimated $17,446 billion was
spent by advertisers in U.S. newspapers.

Advertise yourself:
Dress for success
by Laura Myers
After sending 36 resumes across the
country, you finally get your first job
interview. You're so excited you can
hardly see.
But as your feet touch earth again
two days later, the nervousness sets
in. And with that nervousness comes
seemingly insurmountable problems,
not the smallest of which is your
attire. "What am I going to wear! ?!"
you scream to your roommate.
Maybe it's not quite such an earthshattering experience, but it is an
important decision. Your appearance
will play a large part in that all-important, long-lasting first impression.
And because of that, a great deal of
thought should go into what you're
going to wear.
The first step is to decide whether to
go faddish and original or be conservative and classical. According to two
University professors, the best way is
to play it safe and conservative.
Since most interviewers are conservative, it is important not to offend
them. And that one-in-a-hundred nontraditional interviewer will never be
offended by a three piece suit. "When
you decide to deviate from the mold,
you are taking a risk," says Dr.
Richard Buchanan, marketing professor.
Buchanan advises that, unless
you're willing to risk everything on an
all-or-nothing bet, you dress conservatively.

"You will offend no one if you go
conservative," said Dr. Martha Rogers, advertising professor.
According to Rogers, the Job interview is no place to make an individualistic statement about yourself.
"You should not use your clothes to
express your individuality," she says.
Then "how," you ask, "am I ever
going to make any kind of memorable
unpression?" The answer, according
to Buchanan, is through your body
language, choice of words, attitude,
mannerisms, etc. Your clothes are
never going to earn you that job, but
they sure may keep you from getting
Still, you don't have to dress like a
robot.
"There can be little twists to your
suit to create a different impression,"
says Rogers. She suggests, for instance, a pleat in an unusual place, a
uniquely shaped lapel, or even a pair
of colored glasses. You don't have to
be boring to be acceptable.
DO NOT dress to attract the opposite sex. Save that for evenings and
weekends. This is an especially
touchy subject for women. Women
should dress to give an air of competence. The interviewer needs to think
of you as a professional, so dress
professionally, suggests Rogers.
Dressing for success is important,
says Buchanan, because that first
impression is so memorable.
The moment you walk in the door of
the interviewer's office, your appearance is the only information he or she

has about you. Therefore, says Buchanan, you must "be careful about
what information you give".
DO'S
•Wear glasses-they make everyone
look more intelligent
•Wear simple, well-tailored, lowheeled pumps( women)
•Put your hair up if it's long
•Wear a tie, men (they're iffy for
women)
•Carry an attache case if it serves a
purpose
•Wear your skirt slightly below the
knee( women)
•Wear darker, more subtle colors
•Polish your fingernails in a clear or
pale color) women)
•Wear a skirt with pockets-this gives
you something to do with your hands,
dally while standing! women)
iN"
•Wear an excess of jewelry. Keep it
simple. No dangly earrings, no bracelets, and no rings for men except a
wedding band
•Wear colored stockings (women)
•Wear open-toed, muut-colored, or
tasseled shoes
•Wear a low neckline
•Wear a frilly, lacey blouse
•Wear plaid or wide stripes
•Wear a bow tie
•Wear a big belt buckle
•Wear slacks if you're a woman (or
skirts if you're a man)
•Over-do your make-up
•Wear pants that are too long-the
hem should brush the top of your
shoes
Laura Myers is a junior public
relations major from Futdlay,
Ohio.
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ommunication
It is not surprising then that because of its high visibility advertising
has become the target of so much
criticism.
According to Holmes one major
criticism of advertising is its one-sidedness. Some advertisers make exaggerated or false claims to sell their
products. Although these claims may
get the consumer to buy the first time,
the chance of repeat purchases is
slim. The dissatisfied customer is also
likely to tell others about the fraudulent advertisement so business may
dwindle even more.
"The best advertising is truthful
advertising," Holmes said.
Advertising has grown over the
years to assume tremendous propor-

tions both as a business and as a
social phenomenon. No longer merely
a matter of a cleverly turned phrase
or a snappy slogan, advertising today
is an integral part of everyday life.
"Growing at a rate of 10 percent per
year in terms of expenditures, advertising will continue to flourish as the
market-oriented economy prospers
and as situations where supply exceed
demand increase," Holmes said.
However, time and space for advertisements are finite. In the early days
of advertising, most commercials
were 60 seconds long. Today with the
large demand for advertising time
and the increase in cost and competition, most commercials have shrunk
to 30 or 20 seconds.

Sophomore Mark O'Brien scans a
dormitory buUeting board In search of a coupon ad.

"In the future we may see mostly
lOsecond spots, but that would be the
minimum, ■ said Holmes.
Also in the future, advertisers will
give more concern to what competitors are doing, said Holmes. "However, the fundamental purpose of
advertising to persuade and inform
consumers will remain the same."
Advertising is founded on creativity, and advertisers will always strive
for fresh, new, imaginative strategies
to get the consumer to buy.
Maybe some day television will be
made up of commercials with short
20-second interludes of the Super
Bowl.
Linda Hoffman is a senior public
relations major from Eastlake, Ohio.
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Newspapers: too many ads?
by Kim Zitko
You've got some time before class
and you begin flipping through a
copy of the BG News you picked up
earlier that day. For every article
you read you think you see twice as
many advertisements. You say to
yourself, "This is a newspaper. Why
are there so many ads?"
WelL it costs money to produce
the BG News. In fact, according to
Robert Bortel, director of student
publications, it is an approximately
a $2,000-an-issue expense.
Raised then is the question of how
the BG News, or any newspaper for
that matter, can afford to be produced.
The answer is obvious to anyone
who can tell you what's on sale at

Macy's or who's who in the latest
greek pledge class.
Advertisements.
Bortel said the paper carries between 40-60 percent advertising, the
amount varying depending on the
issue. "All newspapers carry approximately that much advertising," he said. "However, over a
large issue you don't notice as much
advertising because there is more
space to distribute it"
Advertising has always covered
the cost of producing the BG News,
Bortel said.
There is a direct correlation between the amount of advertising and
the University population, according to Jan Dorrance, advertising
manager of student publications.
"The University makes up approximately half of the town of

Bowling Green. It is very beneficial
for the local businesses to advertise
in the paper if they want to reach
this sector of the population, she
said.
Dorrance has a staff of six local
sales representatives, each maintaining 30 local accounts. "It is their
responsibility to develop a good
marketing plan and handle their
accounts in a professional manner."
This pays for the paper.
So the next time you're flipping
through a copy of the BG News and
are greeted by advertisements, remember: newspapers are a business and it's that ad for Macy's and
that pledge class announcement
that pay the bills.
Kim Zitko is a senior
journalism major from
Ohio.
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Torch Song Trilogy plays Toledo
by Leane Costello
"Tore* Song Trilogy," an endearing drama which captured the 1983
Tony award for best play, is slated for
a limited two performances at the
Toledo Masonic Auditorium Sunday,
Feb. 3, during its national tour of the
country.
Now in its third year on Broadway,
Harvey Fierstein's "Trilogy" is
slightly disconcerting, yet entertaining with respect to its appraisal of
human values. It deals with human
experience in what seems to be a
reflection in dichotomy - that the
common, classic values of loving,
fidelity and family are explored by
the play's gay hero, Arnold Beckoff.
According to critic Jack Kroll in
Newsweek, the play reveals the absurd but anguished shifts in our sexual and emotional arrangements.
Kroll, who rates "Trilogy* highly,
applauds Fierstein's ability to combine "almost non-stop humor with a
complex texture of emotional levels."
The performance, consisting of
three one-act plays with the major
characters running through them, has
been named one of the strongest theater works on the subject of homosexuality.
"Trilogy" examines the experiences of a drag queen (played dynamically by P.J. Benjamin) who sings
torch songs at a Manhattan gay bar.
In the first play, The International
Stud, Arnold shares his life and loves
in a tough, but touching manner. As it
progresses, he falls tor a teacher
named Ed who is confused over the
nature of his sexual preference. After
a brief romance, Ed decides he is
straight and marries his girlfriend.
In the second play,Fu#ue in a Nursery, Arnold and his handsome new

lover pay a visit to the couple in their
Vermont farmhouse. It spotlights
Ed's renewed confusion as he is beset
by a revived attraction to Arnold and
tempted by a longing for Arnold's
lover, while maintaining his love for
Laurel, his wife.
In Widows and Children, it is five
years later and Arnold's lover has
been murdered by a gang of macho
queer-hunters, Ed has split from Laurel and Arnold is in the process of
adopting a street-wise gay teenager.
The sets are ingenious, the performance is accentuated by hauntingly
beautiful blues, and the characters
play vivid and real. "Torch Song
Trilogy" is an excellent work in stagecraft, an opportunity that should not
be missed.
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g(ESPN)

COLLEGE BASKETBALL North was tarn at Mmneso
ta

VrD.LETTERMAN Thad Ann.
varsaiy Special
Caps from tha
post year featuring guests such aa
Butt Reynold* Boy George Mr
T. too- Murphy. Bel Murray Pha)
Donahue. Steve Martei and Tevj

8:80
09 IT'S YOUR MOVE Matt •
latest achama revotvaa around efforts lo (onvmce hta mothar *
boa* to give har a raise

CD TWILIGHT ZONE
*9PN) LPGA OOLF Matde
Class-,
thed round highaghts.
from Oearhafd Beach Fla

10:00
CD) CD COVER UP A vacation
ing
schoollaachai
carrying
SB0G000 turns lo Jack and Oar*
for halp whan ii appear* that the
■oof waa acluaby intended a* a
payoff lor the assassination of a
poetical hgure
OS BERRENGER'S Shane and
Danny Krucefc ro— forcaa 10 tmd
har Kidnapped daughter. Juko
may be lorced to mafca a careerthreatening businass deal with
Mr Aden Todd hatches an ugly
ptot designed lo rum Shane s
campaign
OB FINDER OF LOST LOVES
A coupfa * search lor the* deugh
tar lead* them ailo the world of
pornography. Daisy s quasi rs to
fmd a chad concerved by artmcal
insemination Q
CD) FRONTLINE A report on the
contact between a '2 year old
grocery store owner and a neigh
boring street gang m tha Watts
section of Los Angela* (Part 1 of
2)IR)Q
(TMC)
MOVIE
**■*
lo
vesack
(19831 Dudley Moor*
Eluabeth McGovarn A manwd
paychiatiisi finds Himself letting in
love with* patient PG
10:18
© WORLD PROFESSIONAL
BALLROOM DANCE CHAMPIONSHIP Ju<*i P'owaa and
John Monte co host lh.s tf<nutl
event featuratg wortd-daas com
patitors «i letm and bakVoom
dancmg hom Madison Square
Garden s fall Forum
11:00

O CD CDS)

v.- ^

11*40
O THE PRISONER .
11:4B
OB THE
MILITARY AND
THE
NEWS
MEOIA:
A
MATTER OF INTELLIGENCE
A hypothetical case study of a spy
seiee.fr srmaiar to the peyloed
scheduled lor the ne.t spaceshuttle launch, re ihe focus of a
panef (fcstussion concerning the
drftauhy rjf maeitammg mattery
secrecy m an Open society Har
vard law professor Charles Nes
son moderates
1TMC) MOVIE * * * Coma
(19781 Genevwve Bupld Mcheel
Oouglas Based on the novel by
Room Coos A woman doctor be
comes MrspxMju* of latH acci
dents wi-.ii are occurring with
alarming freouency at a Boston
hospital PG
12 OO
CSS.WAT.
(ESPN) COLLEGE BASKETBALL W-ke (cr-sl dl VeginialRI

12:40
O WRESTLING
IOO
0B
NEW
VORK
HOT
TRACKS Videoe by Kool and the
Gang Chaha Khan Grand Master
Flash Hal and Oaias Poeitar Sisters Cynd. Lauper. Shea* E Ste
•e Wonder Miami Sound Ma
Ohme Carloa da Jesus hosts from
Fun House
CD MOVIE ** '.'
Phantom
CH Tha Paredwe
(1974) Paul
Wakam*. Wifkam Fmesy

11:20
OB A8C NEWS p

lltDO
O MOVIE *** Otttaataon
(19/61 Carl Robertson. Genevwve
Burold A lonely widower encounter* a strange,
beautiful
young gat who bears a atertfcng
resemblance to hra wife who waa
mmdarad 16 .ears before
OB MOVIE * * '»
Pat Garten
AndBaty TheKrd (1973) Jama*
Coburn
Kirs KnslofferSOn
A
nawty appointed lawman re pressured by his superiors to capture
rue dfetong frrand. Bety tha Kid
OB LATE NIGHT WITH DA-

PHONE

hr

^ MfrrluuJBr 353-1045
428 E. Wooster

Friendship Bouquets
$3.50
Cash & Carry

school

12.30
O MAN FROM ATLANTIS
CD COLLEGE BASKETBALL
VfUnova at Maryland
SON LOCATION
JEANNETTE RANKIN:
THE WOMAN WHO VOTED
NO A proht* of the last woman
elected to the House of Representatives known lor her oppos*
lion to U S entry mto Work)
War* I end II IR)
KSPN) SPEEOWEEK (R)
1:00
! COUNTRY CANADA

Purple
Nelson

8UN0AV
JANUARY 27. 1888
taasty cm* -

MORNING
10:30
OB NORTH COAST MAGAZINE
O PERFORMANCE
0B ONE ON ONE
OB ORAL ROBERTS
CD FANTASTIC FUN FESTIVAL
0B PRESENT!
K8PNI FISHiN HOLE (R)
11:O0
O HERITAOJE
(COMMENT
WORSHIP

FOR SHUT-

INS

1M

12:00
O PHYLLIS
O MEETING PLACE From St
Johns Newfounclend the Rev
Ian S Wtehert
Si Andrew ■
Preebyteiien Church
OB STAR TREK
CD MEET THE PRESS
03 NEW TECH TIMES
CD FAME Ms Sherwood's mju
ry ai a hallway accident leads to
student res-nence when the
Board of Education prohabrt*
danc-ng m ceriaan areas of the

1:40
O HOUSE CALLS
ITMa MOV*
**
Hare
119821 Pater
Chuck McOuarry

t'-"*«

11:30
O CD FACE THE NATION
S AROUND TOWN
SUNDAY MASS
OB THIS WEEK WITH DAVID BRINKLEY
OB INTERNATIONAL EOI
TION

1:3)0
OB NEWS

11:16

1'

CD NOVA A look at the effects
of INSAI IB India s commgnrcatront tatewte on tha nation * vJ
leges and rural areas Q
(ESPN) SPORTSCENTER

12 36
CD SOUL TRAIN

QNEWS

"Welcome Back
From Your Campus Florist"
.

NEWS

O NATIONAL Q
OB THE MILITARY AND
THE
NEWS
MEDIA:
A
MATTER OF INTELLIGENCE
A hypothetical caaa study of * spy
satellite lamlai lo the peytoad
scheduled lor tha neat space
shuttle launch, is the lotue of a
panel ekscusaron concerning the
ffcfhcully of mamtaKwvg maatary
secrecy ei en open society Harvard saw professor Charles Nes
son moderates
(ESPN) SPORTSCENTER

11:38
0B STAR SEARCH

S KIDS INCORPORATED
(FIRST CONTACT
WRESTLING
TONY BROWN'S JOURNAL
■SPM
BUSINESS
TIMES
MANAGEMENT REPORT Up
to data butanes* information for
managers nOuckng strategy is
sue* technology and a revsew of
Waa Street actrvrtws (R)
(TMO MOVIE **
Uncommon Valor 119831 Gene Hackman Robert Stack

WILD KINGDOM Wed
Kingdom * Tom Aean and Bob
Johnaon. curator of Cefcfornta's
Cabrato Manna Museum set out
with University Of Miami a Or
Samuel Grubar to capture lemon
and tiger sharks
CD COMMUNITY CLOSEUP
©
CD
WASHINGTON
WEEK IN REVIEW
CD MOVIE **<)
Rutsujn
Roulette
(1975) George Segal.
CWjnholm Efcott
B9PNI SPORTSLOOK (R)
(TMC) MOVIE *** TheVe*
Of Lmng Dangerously
(19831
MalGabson S^ourney Weaver
1:30
OB COLLEGE BASKETBALL
Kansas at Michigan
O HYMN SING SekKfJOm mOBjrJe
Ama/mg Grace
God
Win Take Cera of You AI Through
tha Day
Little David Pipy On
Your Herp and And Can It Be
CD COLLEGE BASKETBALL
Regional coverage of Kansas at
Majntgan or Kentucky at Tonnee-

1FTT7T

CD MOVIE * * *
T he- a • A
Get In My Soup 11970) Pater
Sestet* GokkeHewn
O CD WALL STREET WEEK
Guest Jamas M McCabe wee
presidant Prudential Bacha Secu
(E8PNI LPGA OOLF Maids
Classic hnef round. *ve from Dear
held Beech. Fla

MO
OB THE MARRIAGE OP FIGARO The Montreal Symphony
under the cfcrection of Mar-i Bar
nerd, and Claude Corbe-l aa Figaro
perform* from the Place da* Arts
CDMOVIf ***'.
WadRrv
ar l18eO)Mr^igom*j.yCl*t. laa
Rarruck
CD MOVIE ***'.
Ohvar
Tanit
119481 Robert Newton
John Howard Dawes
2:30
CD COLLEGE BASKETBALL
Regional coverage of Gaotoaa
Tech at North Caroline or Intfeana
MBknors
3:00
SFAMC
MOV* *** Red Rive(1946) John Wayne. Monigorn

try CM
(TMC) MOVIE * * * ■,
Scar
lace (19321 Paul Mum. George
Rah
3:30
O CD PGA GOLF Los Angeles
Open final round eve from Rimers
Country Club m Loa Angete*
KSPNI WOMEN'S VOLLEYBALL Stanford vs UflA ,n the
NCAA Division I Championship
3:46
CD EUROPEAN TELEVISION
SERVICE I Jumed M Prog.es*)
4:00
CD
WIDE
WORLD
OF
SPORTS Ihe Pro Bowl ll-vei
STO BE ANNOUNCED
BROKEN RHYMES Rich
aid Burton narrates that Story of
lour victims of severe head mrurv
and thee courageous battles Ira
recovery erdad by the latest methods of treatment
4:30
CD BrXjWTSVsORCO Scheduled Rocky Lockndga v* Kama)
Bou Ah lot the WBA Juraar Light
weight Champronahej) litle. ached
uttdfor \b round* bee from Italy
BOO
S CBC NEWS
FRONTLINE A report on tha
conffcet between a 72-year-old
grocery store owner and a natghbotetg street gang m the Walls
section of Loa Angatae (Part 1 of
2I(R>Q
CD LIFESTYLES OP
THE
RICH AND FAMOUS MM
•eat with Rod Staagrji. Barbara
(den. actress Kan Utrich ( Aa Tha
Wortd Turn. |. baaebaU shortstop
OmSmrttt
CD FIRING LINE
i» Than A
Lfbarsi Craok-Up7
Guam R
Emmett Tyrtal. author of Tha
Lfbaral Oack-Up
abaral columnist Christopher tit chant
(ESPN) WORLD CUP SKIING
Women s Oownhal from Chemo
■•L

Franco IR)

fTMa MOVIE **
Of Unknown Ongjn
(18831 Pater
We** Jenr-te. Dale

i

B:30
O SONS AND DAUGHTERS A t* ana gar drscovers that
alcohol unluttiaed dasaes and
youth are a bad combination Q
EVENING
8:00
(NEWS
IN CONCERT Guett Nana
Muahouri
« CBS NEWS
MINORITY REPORT
8 VICTORY GARDEN
STAR TREK
OHIO BUSINESS OUTLOOK
CSPNr POCKET StLLIAROS
Buddy Hail vs Jen Rempe at Cae
Bar's Tahoe Claaa* champiomhp
match IR)

8:

8:30
!CSS NEWS
HOTLINE
8 NBC NEWS
CD
ADAM
SMITH'S
MONEY WORLD
(TMO MOVIE **
Triumphs
Ol A Man Caked Horse 119831
Richard Hams M<heei Back An
elderly wen-» nats lo keep gold
searchers off Sroua land PG'
7:00
* OB BO MINUTES
FRAGGLE ROCK Wambkry
and Gobos frasndtrap is taatad
when they compete against one
another ai Ihe Great Raoa Q
OB S4.VER SPOONS R«ky t
>cfeas gel him QuKkly heed by hra
grandfather and rvsi a* qurckly
faed
S) RIPLEY'S BELIEVE IT OR
NOT! A look at ihe worlds oh*
eat copy ol the BeMa a man
whose hobby rs lescumg bees
new procedures at knee surgery
OB
CD
WONDERWORKS
Jan s Place
Megan Follows
' start aa a 14 year old gtrl whose
anger about har parents eaparetron prompts har to seek erd from
a chad-advocacy lawyer Q
OB FAME The cast of Fame
pat/a a muacaf bnbute to Stevw
Wonder m a concert at the Jones
Beach Amphrt heater
(ESPN) SPORTSCENTER
7:30
OB 8EACHCC*reB€RS Nroh purrled because of hat wortatg
aunt s pecuker baftawer. Q
OB
PUNKY
BREWSTER
Punfcy hopes for a foster mother
when a former gakYaand of Hanrv'a leenters hra He (Part 1 of 21
BOO
OB 0 ROBERT KENNEDY
AND HIS TIMES Baaed on Ota
biography by Arthur M Schteam
gar Jr.. tha story begins m 1946
and trecee Robert F. Kennedy
(Brad Dawa) through law achool.
marriage and a career leading to
hra eppoait ment an Ihe Just.ce Oepartment The episode conclude*
m 1983 with The news of has
brother t eeeaaemation at OeHe*
Also stars Veronica Cartwnght.
Caff Da Young. GD Spradkn
(Part 1 of 31Q
OB
CHARLIE
GRANT'S
WAR Duretg the 1930a. a Canedttn aapatruMe iravals 10 Vatnna
10 estabkah rantaaN m the <**
.rttond liaceng buaaieea but hnda

Mick Payne
Singing At

"HERE FOR ALL
YOUR PARTY NEEDS'
"Beer
M-Soi 8-12
Sunday 8-11
"Wine
' Tobacco
' Munchies
' Pop, milk, cereal, etc.
7S0 S. Collaga
352 9851

.-. -'- -. .

9 PM1 AM

Every

PEPSI

Thursday I Friday

DiBenedetto's

in. i -//
fta-nast •mOroaad ■> ■ covart op
arabon to charwia* parsacutad
W out of Nw.coni;o"M Carmany and avsntuaav •• "npnaonad
<n • Carman datarroert came 9
0 COOC NAME: FOXFIRE
fPramasral A forma* CiA agam.
M*W araa tramsd and aparw hw
yaaia A pnaon. m raouMod tor

Hscaar va
Muotofo Kamoho.
119B1 mRooomoni.W ) (R|

fas>-.a)cuntv goMvnmant mtaawna and parausdaa two othar
woman to Ban har loam. Start
Joanna Cum*/. Sharyt Loo Ralph.
Hot— Johnson

iaao

• MOV* **#
For Vow
Eyas Only M9B1) Roaar Moors.
CatoM Bouqust ImnncoM aactat
agant Jams* Bond tracks a enme
nat who hot pvtootod a top-aoorat Briton datanaa davKO from
tha «raiara oft Groooo. IVtoan*
Dwctai<on Advrasdl IRl Q
0 • NATUftf I ha Wo cycta
of tha bomotaboa t* comporod to
that of humane <n order to a*pl*n
tha
anaroy cnara" confronw>g
the ->*so* (ft) g
• PUTTIN- OH THt MCT8
Song*
The Sod."
Strut
May Banendar
Nasty Gal.
Slue Moon and Cool 11 Now
Judges Helen Roddy. Paul VW
harm Staprujrsa M*a

want)

NFL-a

OHCATTST

MOM€NT8 ►fcghhghte of the
1970 Baftimare Cons end 1971
OssM Cowboy*
(THW MOVIf *•>
Uncom
mon veto. (IM3I Gene Hook
men. Robert Stock A gnewng fothor forme e tmefJ force to reocwo
fM »on who has boon nstd pr*onor for 10 yoere otter bo-tg do
deiad n*eimg-«vaction » VaWnom RCJ

MO
m
TALCa
FROM
THE
DARKSIDe An Irian laroi cord
reader who foretotle only good
now* etiempte to ckapoao of
car da that bring ••malar and omanoueroedmgi

MO
fj • MA8TEF1PICCE THfATFJi
The Jewel in The
Crown In Pankot. e drunken Mil
drod acorne Borbw a D*ea to honor
Mob el" a requee! to bo burwd bat-da her Nat husband (Port 7 of
14|Q
• TWILIGHT ZONE

(ESPN)

suptpjaouTa

OF

THE '70S Marvstou. Marvin
Hegler w* Vno Antuotarmo <Noyombor 1979 « LoeVegea) IRl

(TMC1 MOVIC *** 'Hooper
11978) Burl Reynold. Jen Mi
choei Vaxont
The
grootoot
etunt man ofcvo pUne a *p*c t ac
uter cor leap with a younger rrvol.
thua (aoparcknng ha romance and
hrokte PG
O ACTING CLASS A bonrnd■ho-Bconoo look at a typrcal work
day for (tudsnta at Canada '» Nelionel Theatre School
m FOUL-Lh-8, B4JEFS 8
BLUNOCftS) Tod Knrght raote
hoars Don Rrckloa and Stove lew
ronoe w.th ouftakoo from the M
.»e Too Close for Comfort Q
8J KENNETH COPE LA NO

11*90

IaaosNEwa
NATIONAL I The Natron a
Buamass wtl loBow ) C3
09 RAPHAEL Raphael a .rrftu
once on othar arhote it dernonevaaed at a eurvoy of work • by
Rernbrondi. Carovegflro and Rubone (Port 3 of 3) (Rt
fJJ MONTY PYTHON'S FLYING CIRCUS
(ESPN) SPORTSCENTER

2 00
09 WALL STREET
NAL REPORT

JOUR-

2:3)0

09

CSS

NEwa

NIGHTWATCH
C8PN) SPORTSCENTER
3:20
fTMO MOVIE **
TrsampM
Of A Man Caked Horsa (19831
Richard Harm. Mkcfwjot Bock
3:90
■aPNI TOP RANK BOXING
DN> Cofomo vs. Tony Thomea m a
wottot weight bout scheduled lo»
eight rounda. from Lao Veget
. iR)
MONDAY
JANUARY 28 ISM

6:O0

11:20
O NEWS'INAL
OS ABC NEWS CJ

09 09 09

11:90
• AT THE MOVIES Sched
ukad Roger Ebort and Gone S«kol
roww
That a Dancing," "The
Falcon And The Snowman and
A Day In The Country "

09 MACNEE.
/ LEHRER
NEWSHOUR
JDIFF RENT STROKEa
ADAM SMITH'S MONEY
WORLD

•
MOVIC
*•''
Death
Cneae 119741 Edward Atoert >
Kate Jodtaon Several people tofc
mg e crwoo on a lueunowo yacht
are Bvaiomatcofy murdarod
fj ENTTRTAINMSNT THIS
WEEK Featured e rewew of
I9B4 • best entortaatment
09 FOR MY PEOPLE
lltSO
09 LIFESTVLCS OP
RICH ANO FAMOUS

THE

11:4S
09 SPORTS THE
FINAL
WORD
(TMC1 MOVIE *#
K* Or Be
RokKf' I19S0) JemaeRyan Char
lotto "rfchee> A formor Nan
commendar. who loot a Berate
match to a Japaneeo opponent
during the war. eeoka to avenge
hra defeat m a tournarnont PG

8:30
• WASHINGTON REPORT

tuper.

1:30
09 CHILDREN
BETWEEN
LIFE ANO DEATH
(ESPN) AUTO RACING SCCA
Butfwoarer Trano Am Irom Lao
Vegas IRl

10:00
NQ£R a Melody
arvou* with John to

gat levanga egearu* her mother.
Gloria urgea Paul to tpond the
roght Stecy attrocta the 0»0 of
Zech Shopord (Ray Parker J> 1
0
MVSTERYI
' Fraying
Mantra
Hoping to ratrovs the
condemnng lepei Voro worta the
aariQuory d Boa at a ckroc but «a
turned away (Port 3 of 31 Q

I IT a YOUR auaiNEaa
RAPHAEL Raphael • etflu
once on other arboia a) demon
etroted at a eurvoy of works by
Rembrandt Caravaggro and Rubone (Part 3 of 3) (R)
fESPNI
SUPCRaOUTS
OF
THE
80S MarvokMo Uenan
Hogfor va Vito Antuoformo (1981
m Boston) end Marvoloua Marwn

12 00
O ENTERTAINMENT THIS
WEEK Featured a rewew of
19S4 a bast entertemment
09 700 CLUS Scheduled top-:
violence and reflation among
Amerce • youth
CSPM WOMENa VOLLEYSAU. Stanford va UCLA e> the
NCAA CWiarOn I Charnpronslvp
IRl
12:1B
09 MOVIE * M She Demon*
119581 ir.sh McCaao. Tod Gnffcn
12:SO
09 TAKING ADVANTAGE
1:00
S HAWAII FIVE-O
NEWS
WORLD VISION
12B
(TMC) MOVIE ***
How I
Won the War 11968) Michael
Crewlord. John Lemon

NEWS
09 S100.0O0 NAME THAT
TUNE

0*00

09 HANGtN IN The Cantre
hoe a rsfheuft bmo diatr«>ute>g it»
free bsth control dowcoo. MAe at
tomptB to conwnco o boy thoi he
ehouldn t do hra gr/ffrewd'a homework q
09 MOV* * >
Earth a Fevd
Fury 11980) Paul Newman. Waken* Holden An erupimg volcano
on o South Saaa island threatens
the kvea of a wade otter, a hotel
magnate end hundroda of ofharfl
M a newly Opened vacetron reeort
09
AMERICAN
MU8IC
AWARDS L-wel R«fwj hoata
the 12lh annwal ceremony honormg winner* ei 27 categories of
pop. *ou" and country muorc. bvo
from Hotywood Spoool foaturea
■tchrda n*ute» to loretta Lynn
end tha late Marwn Goya
09 ALL CREATURES GREAT
AND SMALL II
09 MOVIE **\
TMBaby.
mi*. 1)9801 Pally Duke Aew.
W4kem Shotner An apparently
charmng babysitter thhrafeB a
larney and eiokai* each member a need* and vulnerabdrtan
09 WONDERWORKS
Run
Rebecca Run> A young gal hold
captive n a assert wlond by an
iWegoi ennwjrant helps her captor
gam Auitrahan citiionohap Q
IESPN) COLLEGE BASKETBALL GeorgHown el Svrocuae
(TMC) MOVIE **'.
The
Trouble With Gels (19691 fh*s
Presley Marlyn Mason A travel
mg showman rune mto at) sort* of
trouble whda aiawng m a Mid
western town G

I WKRP IN CINCINNATI
I CROP GAME
11:30
I TAXI
MOVIE * * *
The Rood
TeFkp' 119471 Bmg Crosby Boo
Hope The kvea of two muo*c>ana
take a turn lor the better after
they now away on an ocean knor
09 BtMON Si SIMON After en
oW grttramd of Fkck * aoka tha
Sanon brothers to locate her
maemg husband, aha enda up m
pnaon when the pokco dweovor
h* corpse (R)
09 TONK3HT Guost host Joan
Rrwjra Scrwduled Judge Joseph
Wepner Gaflaghor Joan Van Ark.
Nol Carter
{ABC NEWS NH3HTLINE
SANFORD AND SON
LATE NIGHT AMERICA
Scheduled author Kenneth Inner
I Super Stockr I

%

12:00
09
STREETS
OP
SAN
FRANCISCO
IBJ/LOBO
LAUREL AND HARDY
ESPN) SPORTSCENTER
12:10

rn»a

MOVE

SB
12:40
09 MCMILLAN B WIPE The
McMalana are aoolad m thee
house by a murderer who then
feh it with deadly gee IR)

8:30
O
OANOER
SAY When
Grant a older sister wens hrm. aha
rekmrle* the flarnes of a romance
with Dr Dunbor Q

7 CO
09 09 ENTERTAINMENT
TONIGHT featured Kenny Log-

whose huaband keeps her m a do
most* prison Q

09

S:30
09 REACH FOR THE
Forsfer v* North Lembton

09 NEWS

am*
i MONITOR
WHEEL OF FORTUNE
DUKES OF HAZ2ARO
I BUSINESS REPORT
M-A"a»H
09 MACNCE.
/ LEHRER
NEWSHOUR
(ESPN) SPORTSCENTER

fiOO
09 ' M- MAGAZINE Leah
knor a now cosmetic procedure
twoa lCakforme beach Uothora
I VENTURE
| FAMILY FEUD
| TAXI
I WILD. WH.D WORLD OF
ANIMALS
09 THREE'S COMPANY
ESPN) COLLEGE BASKETBALL REPORT

i;

S:00
09 09 ROBERT KENNEDY
AND HIS TIMES Altar ha recovers from the rmpect of hat
brother a aaaaaamoiion Kennedy
m sleeted to the US Senate and
focueoo on the pkghi of tno aocioty daprivod and the rfcoantranchrsed (Part 2 of 31Q

1:00
SHAWAM FIVE-0
JIMMY SWAOGART
MOVIE ***
Aci 01
Love 11955) Kek Douglas Deny
Room

TOP

lOrtX)
09 09 CAGNEY St LACSY
Wneo mveswgetmg iho kohng of a
UN data gate. Chris bocornao the
obnet of Boauaf haraaamont
09 NATIONAL / JOURNAL
09 09 PIANO PLAYERS
RARELY EVER PLAY TOGETHER Now Onaana pwnwm
Tut* Washington
Profotao*
Longhae and Alan Tousaamt are
feature*! together for the hrat «me
•n a rehearsal for o rowtt concert

1:30

09 NEWS
2:00
CSS

NEWS

NIGHTWATCH
2:20
(TMC} MOVIE # * ^
Gal To
Know Vour Rabbit 119721 Tom
Smother*. Katharine Ross
2:30
09
CSS
NEW8
NIGHTWATCH
ESPN) SPORTSCENTER
3:O0
09 CHILDREN
RUNNING
OUT OF TIME
(ESPN) COLLEGE BASKETBALL REPORT |R)
3:30
(ESPN) SPORTSLOOK <R)

M
09 AFRICAN CRISia
fESPNl COLLEGE BABKETBALL Prowdence at Notre Dome
(TMC1 MOVIE ***
Bor»a»
no (19701 Joan-Paul Botrnondo
Atom Oofon Two rogtioa dor™
noM the Maria ■■ I underwork) ,n
the 1930s PG

09 09 09 09 09

NEWS
WODE HOUSE
PLAY-

HOUSE

Do Your

WISB

For

1

S100
Must be brought in
between 8:00-1:00 but
can be picked up anytime we are open

• Use your own soap or
|et us provide it for a
small fee

NEWS
09 S1OO.O0O NAME THAT
TUNE
09 MACNEL

/

• All you pay for is
washers & dryers & just
$1 to have it all done!
524 E. woo** (up to 3 loads)
a*:**
<M.«t To www)
Good M-F only
isi-7212

(formerly Romms)

"HERE FOR ALL
YOUR HAIR NEEDS"

DONNA
(All fomwriy
With 1ST Edition)

1616 E. Wooster
STADIUM PLAZA

7:00
O 09 ENTERTAINMENT
TONIGHT Featured
Robe. I
Conrad
i CITIES
WHEEL OP FORTUNE
DUKES OF HA22AR0
BUSINESS REPORT
M*A*S»H
MACNEN.
/ LEHRER
NEWSHOUR
(ESPN) COLLEGE BASKETBALL Pittsburgh at VAsnova
7:SO
09 ■*-M. MAGAZINE A look at
the annual house cleaning of the
Stan Hywet Hall Tudor Manoron e>
Akron. Ohro iho coal from Fokoo Academy so QUO)
O GEORGE B MILDRED
09 FAMB.V FEUO
09 TAXI
09 WILD. VVTLO WORLD OF
ANIMALS
09 THREE'S COMPANY
BOO
09 09 JEF PERSONS Q
09 THE FIFTH ESTATE A
took at Trivial Puraurt the board
game dented by Chri* Hanev and
Scott Abbott end whrch now out
sob* an other board gome* m the
US by a 2-1 mergm Q
09 A-TEAM B A late m love as
the team comas to the aid of a
Kenyan game warden whose
brother has boon murdered by
Byndacaie poacher*
09 THREE'S A CROWD A *o
phishceied sorority gal *> mtoreatad n Jack m aprta) of E Z Taylor*
09 09 NOVA A look at new
mocscaf raiaarch techmouei to
combat malaria and Other poraar09 NBA BASKETBALL Da
iron Pn I on* va Boston Celtic*
(bom Hartford)
(TMC1 MOVIE ***
Coma
119781 Gonevieve BufOtd Michael
Douglas Baaed on iho nowa by
Robm Cook A woman doctor becomes Buspicioue of fatal eco
dantB wtach are occurring with
alarming frequency at a Boaton
hospital PC
809 ALICE p
I WH
WHO'S THE BOBS' Che
oa reeutta whan Tony encourage*
Angela and Mono lo turn Angela a
garage nto Mono a now home

Q

Hairways
DIANN
SHERRY

09 ABC NEWS p
09 HAPPY OAYS AGAIN
09 BUSINESS REPORT
ESPN) SPORTSCENTER

8:30

SiOO

ALL WASHED UP?
Let UNIWERSITY CLEANERS

OtOO
09 09 CBS NEWS
09 NBC NEWS

TUESDAY
JANUARY 29. INI

09 09 09

11:00

09

HOM

12:30
09 LATE NIGHT WITH DAVID LETTERMAN Scheduled
TedKoppol
ESPN) COLLEGE BASKETBALL Georgetown et Syracuse

I CSS NEWS
I NSC NEWS
IASC NEWSp
I HAPPY DAYS AGAIN
I BUSINESS REPORT
(ESPN I SPORT9LOOK
(TMC. MOVIE *#'i
Got To
Know Your Rabbit (1972) Tom
Smothers Katharine Ross Bored
with the corporate bfe. a young
buameaaman docrdee to fry hra
nand at alaga megr and lop
dancing R *

BOO
09 CAROL BURNETT AND
FRIENDS
09 09 AMERICAN PLAYHOUSE
The Joy ThM KSs"
Baaed on Kate Chopm'a snort *to
ry about a had young bnda m
turn ot Ihe century Now Orteene

##•>

And Dust M9B3I Juke Chr.iM
ChriBtOphor Cannovo

NEWSHOUR
09 DIFF'RENT STROKES
09 FORK PROFITS
ITMCI MOVIE *•>•>
Return
Of A Man Caked Haras (1979)
Rxnard Harm Gale Sondargaerd
An Engksh lord returns to Amenta
when ho learns that Iho Inctana
who eetieted hen mto the* tribe
have looi thee modest preserve IO
trapper* PG

DEBBIE
JUDY
(BothFomwriy
WWiRomm)

352-2107

LEHRER

■890
09 09 ROBERT KENNEDY
ANO HIS TIMES Kennedy be
comes e maw critic of US m
vofvemeni m the Vwtnom war
. and rui popular >t y ■

ooks Whoa vnvtmg Loo Angola*
m 1968 durmg hra carnpasgn for
the Democretrc Preaidonnal nonv
nation ho loo ia struck down by
an asaassm (Part 3 of 3) Q
09 WAYNE 8 SHUSTER INTERNATIONAL C?
09 RIPTIDE The boys are hood
io Weal* a haunted okap but the
results of ihe- search prove moot
inter eetmg
09
MACGRUDER
AND
LOUD An off-tho wal charactw
who B 0 key witness to a robbery
moves m with MacGrudar Q
09 09 FRONTLINE Street
gang member* ere interviewed in
prison and m the Watt* section of
Loo Angela* (Part 2 of 2) Q
ESPN)
NPVS
GREATEST
MOMENTS: ALL-PRO '84
IR)
8:90
O REACH FOR THE TOP
L (sac* va Pam Court
10:00
O NATIONAL / JOURNAL
09 REMINGTON
STEELE
Laura and StaoU are c«kM upon
io help a pop star who behove
aeboteur* are out to »* her
09 CALL TO GLORY Raynor n
ahaken when ho kvjrna that hra fathor has cancer, rnoonwhaa Jack
•a aponda the rwjht wtn a dor*
dawlpaot g
09 AUSTIN CITY LIMITS Ek>
«e performs Gnro Me One More
Chance and Woke up n Love
The Mornee Brother* ong *o*oc
tiona bom thao album High Rofkn and are jomod by Terry ABon
09
OPERATION
BAR
BAJkOSSA Archrvaf loctaga and
commentary by former Hroar aiaff
membw* re-creete Gormonv a about campaign egemai the Soviet
uVoon at Work) War 11
ESPN) WORLD CUP SKIING
Man B Giant
Slalom Irom
Todineu Gwrrujny
fTMC) MOVIE *** Dressed
To KB
(19801 Mrchaaf Casio.
Angre CVkmson A Now York
peychretratl > practice ia eiernmed
after a former piiieni becomoo a
Buapeci m a tones of alayngo. 'R
103O
O OOO COUPLE
11«)

00090909 NEWS
O

WOOEHOUSE

PLAY-

HOUSE
O WKRP IN CINCINNATI
O ON THE LINE

11*00
ITAXI
MOVIE a>*
The Ousst
Gun II9*M rorroM Tucker. Jan
Dana A rancher must roaort to
kakng after bemg homed by o aakxmownw
O FALL GUY Colt s efforts to
save the Me of e barl-jumpmg
murder auopact are compfceotad
by a recktosi counary muerc alar
Cfll
O TONIGHT Guest hoot Joan
River*
Scheduled Salma D*»
mond Howw Mendel Opra Wm
trey (boat of Chicago AM ' )
JABC NEWS NKaHTLINE
SANFORD AND SON
LATCNIOHT AMERICA
Scheduled author Jam/ Gray on
apace toenncaogy
ESPNISPORTBCENTFR

STUDENTS!
STOP IN AND SEE
ALL THE ITEMS WE CARRY!
* SCHOOL SUPPLIES
* ART SUPPLIES
♦ PARTY GOODS
• GREETING CARDS
♦ GIFTS
ETC.

Smiths
HALLMARK AND
OFFICE SUPPLY

12

M. II
Mat G*ion S>grx>ney Waavar
An AuauaMn |D<anaMi a British
ambaaay office, and art Eurasian
camaraman become caught up m
fha tumult of 1968 Indonaan met
or«r io tha la* of Sukarno PG

13:00
•
STRUTS
Of
SAN
FPIANCISCO
SSJ/LOSO
LAUREL AND HARDY
ffOPN) OOLLEOC BASKET
BALL Prtitbo.gr> at Viaanove f«I
fTMC) MOV* *** CQjua
119771 Act-arc) Burton
Peter
fast.

7:00
0 0 ENTERTAINMENT
TONIGHT Featured
Mario
Thomaa
O NEVER THE TWAIN
i WHEEL Of FORTUNE
DUKES Of HAZZARD
BUSINESS REPORT
M*A*S»H
0 MACNEIL
/ LEHRER
NEWSHOUR
«9PN) SPORTSCENTER

12:10
• LATE NtOHT WITH OAVIO LSTTEflMAN Scheduled
TV / redko personality JM haM-

i;

ta

12:40
m COLUMBO A ptomnni
pnoioiyaphei *cr«eme» the death
7:30
ol hrt wile m ■ phony ••dp-vapprnrj.
0 P.M. MAGAZINE Dynaa
(Hoi (Hi
ty
merchant*.** surprise wad1:00
dng
Q HAWAII FIVE-0
8 ROBIN S NEST
| JIMMY SWAOGART
FAMILY FEUD
MOVIE
** *
Any
0TAXI
Wednesday 11966) Jane Fonda.
0 WILD WILD WORLD Of
Jason Ftotwdt
ANIMALS
1:30
© THREE S COMPANY
9l NEWS
MPNI
INSIDE
THE
P3A
2:00
TOUR

w

9

CSS

NIGHTWATCH
• NEWS
(ESFMI WINNING

NEWS
GOLF

Guttii Bsty Casper Jerry sWtrer
2:30
89
CBS
NEWS
NKJHTWATCH
ttSPN) SPORTSCENTER
OMCI MOVIE
**
Ladvlnlfed U9J9I Robert Con
red Pern*** Sue Marim

MO
H3PN, POCKET BILLIARDS
Jen Hemp* v* NBCB Varner m
Ceeser » Teho* Classic MmilnM
match IB.
4:00
(ESPN) AEROBICS
IN MOTION <F»)

BOOIES

4:1B
1TMCI MOVIE ***
Rat-"
Ot A Man Cased Hoiaa (1976)
fecfw d Hams Gate Sondar gear d

4cM
(ESPN) PKA ■ULL CONTACT
KARATE World Super Heavy•rre-ght' OvBrnp-onsn-p Boul from
M.ei". IR>
WEDNESOAV

6:00
O
0
CHARLES
IN
CHARGE
O NATURE Of THINGS Pre
•aw o* lha new ten** 'A Planet
For The Taking
a report on Mue
babtaa. a foot at iha working* ol a
bad * lung
0 HIGHWAY TO HEAVEN
Jonathan and Marl at tamp t to
ha«p an asp-ring college baatetbaa
it* owarcoma health and aca
danitc diMKult<M y
0 fALL GUY Coll ,0*1* tha
cacui to nab a baa funtpar wrttt
escaped *.th 1200 from a bar*
•obbary Q
0 0 LIVE FROM THE MET
Francaaca da Renew
Ranata
Scotto Ptaiido Oomrngo Corn**.
MatNeri and Weaarn Lawn ara
featured m this performance ol
Zandone* a treg-c alory of PMSton
and revenge Jama* Lemne conduct* SubtitladaiEngbih
0 MOVIE ***
Damon
Saad' 119771 Juke Christ*. Friu
Waavar A acwnttat • wrfa •* hard
priaonor by a computer when ha*
tetsctetf hai to bacoma it* mat*)
and tha moiha> o* its chad
(ESPN) COLLEGE BASKETBALL lainon at Purdue

JANUARVW. IBM

6:30

00E/R
MO
O 00 NEWS
0 SlOO.OOO NAME THAT
TUNE
0
MACNEIL
/ LEHRER
NEWSHOUR
I OWE RE NT STROKES
LAP QUILTING featured
•eehsons ocH*V>g tha Map** Laaf
MM
CSPNIFISHIN' HOLE
6:30
00 CSS NEWS
0 NSC NEWS
0 ABC NEWS Q
0 HARPY DAYS AGAIN
0 BUSINESS REPORT
KBPNI SPORTSLOOK
fTMC) MOVIE * * * Tha Vaar
01 Lrvetg Oangarouah'
118831

rra*C> MOVIE **
Up Tha
Acadarny ' 11980) Ron Lerbmen
Barbara Bach Tha war obsessed
commandant ol Wambaag MsVtary
Acadarny i* no match lor tha
iroublaaoma wat* enroled thara
R

too
0 0 MOVIE ***
Tha
four Seasons (19811 Alan Alda
Carol Burnett Thraa coup***. el
old firandt undatgo daap changa*
wi thaw raiatwnahaM whan ona of
iha mar.-ages laaa apart iflltj
O MARKET PLACE How tha
uaa ol dantal v ana am « ravolu
nora/wtg dantntry. a too* al tha
prrlaaa o* co ownarahip ol homoa
0 PACTS Of Lrff all** romanca * taoparduad whan har
boyfnand apanda too much tana
and monay on drugs Q

0
DYNASTY Somaona «
trying 10 tata ovar Oorrumojua •
corporation AMm thratrtan* to

01*0
MOVIE
**
Homo
Mowaa * M980) Karth Gordon.
KrtOougta*

a*poaa Bu»* * atunaai at Lady
Aahlay. St*van n praaaurad about
hra ralahonalwp wnh Luma Q

12:40
0 MOVIE ** W ThaSoktary
Man (19791 Earl Hohman, Car
r**Snodgraaa

MO
0 MAN ALIVE A took at how
a group ol mantaay handkcappad
man and a group o< convtctad lal
ona araxh aach othar at a fadaral
panitantuvy on Vancouvar laland
0 SARA Sara has muujd amot«n* whan tha man aha onca
bvad with comaa back into har Ma
and propoaa* rnamaga
1O:O0
0 NATIONAL / JOURNAL
0 ST. ELSEWHERE
0 HOTEL Worrwd about a poa
a*Ma maaiaciomy. Chnat-na *****
comic* I kom Peiar
a young
woman rabaH agaanai har lathata
chraca o* a ton at law. CJ
0NEWS
(ESPN)
GYMNASTICS:
AMERICAS GOLDEN HEROCS
fTMC) MOVIE * * # Tha |a*>
cutionar • Song (1982) Tommy
Lao Jon** Roaanna Arojuatta
Norman Mailw * adaptation ol hai
own book about Iha Ma ol con
vie tad mufdarar Gary Gamora and
hra light ror aiacwlton. ullmalatv
cariwdout .n Utah m 1977
10:30
0 ODD COUPLE
1 1:00

OQII8INEWS

r II
0111

«

Balloon
man
352-6061 anytime
Balloon Bouquets
Delivered by a Clown

liOO
0NEWS
2:O0
0
CBS
NK3HTWATCH

NEWS

DAYTIME MOV«S
6:0©
m*0 ** Tnumpha 01 A Man
Caflad Hor*a
(19831 Richard
Harti* MrchaaiBack
7:00
tTaaO • * * Tha Ra-wav Chaoran
11971) 0*nah Sharidan
Barnari' Crrbom*
S:00
ITMO **
Ita Akva (19761
Johnhyan Sharon Farra"
10:30
fTMC) ** 'Uncommon Valor
11963) Gana Macfcman RoOart
Stack

M

0 *•* Doadkar Than Tha
Mala
11967) Rrchard Johnton

11:30
8 TAXI
MOVIE **
Tha Uwi
Chanca M96BI Mchaal Rama.
Oamaaa Bujnch.
An Amancan
nawtman who poaaaaaM ataormation mctanarHjang to an miar
national gang ol mobaiar* hnd*
himaalf marhad for auKution
0 MAGNUM. P.I. Afiar an
apparant kaak lancing acodant
| Hrggjm <s |*aad lor murdar and
j Magnum n«* to hnd tha raat mui'darar IRI
. 0 TONIGHT Guaat hoar' Joan
Rivart Schadutad Erma Bomback. Ron Lucaa. actor B'onaon
P-nhot Otahann Carrol
0 ABC NEWS NK3HTLINE
0 SANFORD AND SON
0 LATENKaHT AMERICA
Schadulad Aniomaita Saundara.
co-author of ' Tha Straaa Proof
Chad
IESPH) SPORTSCENTER
12:O0
O
STREETS
Of
SAN
FRANCISCO
0BJ/LOBO
0 LAUREL AND HARDY
(ESPN) SPORTSLOOK (R)
12:30
0 LATE NIGHT WITH 0AVtO LETTER MAN
Inta-aa
lunaf Day
Schadulad
tnah
Chacon (iha OoHy Parton of Pua.
IQlbBaJ
■SPN) WORLD CUP SKIING
Man'a Otant
Slalom
from
lodtnau. Garmany IR)

ItOD

0 • • * "Acrota Tha Pacrhc
(19421 Mumphray Bogart. Mary
Aaior

MO
(TMCI **Vi
Oat To Know
Vow
Rabbit"
(19721 Tom
Smothart. Katharme Roaa
4:30
fTMCl
***#
Intar.ori
(19TB) E G Martha*. Diana Kaa-

6:00
000 NEWS
0 SlOO.OOO NAME THAT
TUNE
0 MACNEIL / LEHRER
NEWSHOUR
fDIFF RENT STROKES
OHIO BUSINESS OUTLOOK
(ESPN) AEROBICS: BOOILS
IN MOTION (R)
(TMC) MOVIE *** ThaRaway CMdran'
119711 Oman
Sharidan. Barnard Cr*So-i* Aftw
tha- laihar ra **nt to prraon! thraa
cfMdran mov* lo a arnaJ Vorkahaa
wlaga on a raaroad ana G
6:30
O 0 CSS NEWS
0 NBC NEWS
{ABC NEWS C?
HAPPY DAYS AGAIN
BUSINESS REPORT

Trust
in your
future.

RACING

7:00
0 0 ENTERTAINMENT
TONIGHT Faatured Burl Ray
Ma*
0 KEEP IT IN THE FAMILY
0 WHEEL Of fORTUNE
0 DUKES Of HAZZARD
0 BUSINESS REPORT
fM*A*»*H
MACNEIL / LEHRER
NEWSHOUR
(ESPN) SPORTSCENTER
7:30
0 P.M. MAGAZINE Ryan
O'Naal. Ryan and f anah
10NLY WHEN I LAUGH
I FAMILY FEUD
) TAXI
I W*LD. WILD WORLD Of
ANIMALS
0 THREE'S COMPANY
(ESPN) SPEEOWEEK

X

0
WOOE HOUSE
PLAYHOUSE
0 WKRP IN CINCINNATI
0 ART BEAT
CSPN) RINGSIDE REVIEW

{jfc '•'A

Th

I

12:30
fTMCl •*
K.I Or 8a Krllad
119801 Jamaa Ryan. Charlotta
BWNBB

For Those Special
Birthdays...
Anniversaries...
Lavaliering...
Pinning...
People in love...

1:00
J HAWAII FIVE-O
JIMMY SWAGGART
MOVIE *#*
Fada m
(1968) Burt RaynoM* Barbara
Lodan

(ESPN)
HORSE
WEEKLY

S:00
O 0 MAGNUM. P.l. Magnum and hbggwii accompany a
Inand io aoukhaait Ana to aaarch
hv a mutual buddy, ona of Iha
unaccountad-for MUX* (Part 1 ot
21
0 RAOUL WALLENBERG
BURIED ALIVE Tha *to.y of
tha Swdiih drpMmat whoaa parMlani allorl* to aid tha night of
partaculad Jew* from Hitlar *
Garmany *avad Iha kva* of thou• olpaopk.
) COSBY SHOW
MOVIE
Siarcroaaad
iPramwral Baknda Bauar. Jama*
Spadar A boamHul aitratarrailrujl
laaa m lova wnh tha young aarthkng tha behrande whrla tha two
01 them era on tha run horn a pee
of ruthkm kraera Q
0 THIS OLD HOUSE The
giaanhouaa hama n erected win
dow gtajmg ia dtmonitratad and
owtted shade* ara mataaad Q
0 MOVIE * * * A F.*tfui Of
Doaari 119671 Clmt Eaatwood.
Marianne Koch The myatarioua
man with no name
enter* a
gang war between two lachone
eager to aal wh«key and guna to
Meucan* and kxkana
0 TO POLAND WITH LOVE
ANDMUStC
ESPN)
BUfCRBOUTS
Of
THE 'BOO Marvaloua Marwn
Hagter <« Roberto Duron (Nov
1983 m La* Vagea). (HI
fTMCl MOVIE **
Uncommon VaJor" 11983) Gene Heckmen Robert Stack. A gnewtg tether lorm* a MTUJU lorce to re* cue
bM eon who ha* been held priaonor for 10 years after beetg dadared miasmg-m-action at Vratnam R Q

r

MO
0 FAMILY TIES Snowbound
at me TV nation Ely** prapere*
to gar* brth at Steven s o*hce
(PaTi2of 21
0 HALF -A-HANDY HOUR

MO
I0SIMONB BkMON
JUDGE Humphrw* hear* a
caae of a fVownoef govarnmeni
ofhoal who has charged hai a*

'O
I Sam and iha Coach
decide io go back to school and
gat thee legh school okplome* and
each Boon become*
pel for very Afferent reeeone

0 BIX
O'CLOCK
AND
ALL'S WILL The) aword-wev
nmg documentary tehee • look st
the practice* and values of broad
cast lournaksm. u*mg befwwj-theacenea footage of a New York
City new* program
0 MYSTERYI Agatha Chris
t« Myetenea ■** An unemptoyed
young woman •» awept up Mto
the world of <«he* and royefly
when she agrees to act aa a doubfelor aprncea* Q
BMPN) TOP RANK BOXING
Troy Worlham va Ken Butler w» a
weherwerght bout Kheduled for
eight rounds kwi horn Adanbc
City. N J

MO
0 FRONT PAGE CHALLENGE
0 NIGHT COURT When a
Gypsy leader * cited for con
tempt ha puts a curse on a* m
the courtroom
10:00
0 0 KNOTS LANDING Ben
end Abby argue about Joshua*
TV career: Gaweeion leads Mack
saney m the murder axaary; Vol.
her memory sM unclear. aBows
Parker to go ahead with wedtkng
Plem g
I NATIONAL / JOURNAL

i

HILL STREET BLUES k
man decides to press charge*
egsrnst the rich dnvw who kraed
IMS larrwry. Oavenporl weigh* pur
sumg a case egemst while youih*
who inrured a black eihMte
0 20/ 20 Q
0SOLO
0NCWS
0
SQUATTERS:
THE
OTHER
PHILADELPHIA
STORY A profea ol poor peopkt
•n PMadelphu) who raegady occu
py abandoned houses IRI
fTMCl MOVIE **
Ot un
known Ongei'
(19831 Peter
Weeer Jertnresr Oast A bank *■
eculnre lefl atone m his Manhat
menaced by

large

mtealgani

rm n

10:30
0 SMEAK PREVIEWS Neat
Gataer end Jeffrey Lyons look ai
the film mduatry i laacmahon
wrihakena
XOOO COUPLE
JCANNETTE RANKIN:
THE WOMAN WHO VOTED
NO A profea ol tha l*st woman
elected to the House of Representative* known for her nppostron to US e.-tsry mto World
Wars tend II (R)
11:0O
O O 0 0 0 NEWS
0
WOOE HOUSE
PLAYHOUSE
SWKRP IN CINCINNATI
UNIVERSITY PERSPECTIVE
11:26
0 OOOO ROCKIN' TONfTE
kMOTwow wrth members of she
Tkwnpeon Twer* and thee video
'Lav Tour Hands On Me' . winner
of the Bryan Adams tnve contest
video* by Sheena Eaeton I "Sugar
Wan* I
Toto 1 Angels Don t
Cry I REO Speedwauon ("I Can't
Frghl Thte Feekng I

m NK1HT M«AT IPi«~».l A
pa* ol irtan pohc. dtivcuv*. and
a raporwr on iha nghl boat awaaiiaala a aanaa ol cnfflM Sura Allan Royal. Jalf Vvaxoll. Scott hV
Unda
■ TONrOHT &jail Koal Joan
Hivaft
Schadulad
Emmanual
La-na Gaotga Mamaton actraaa
Anna Mottta Stawan VViight
SI ABC NEWS NIOHTLINC
(■ANFOno AND aON
LAT1NH3HT AMIHICA
Schadulad aulnor 0. Dama Wait
** I Iha DouHa Win I

ami »onTsc«NTm
(TMCI MOV* • a
ChMan
01 Tha Coin 119831 Palai Hotton. Ltnda Hamaton. A young man
and woman hght lot thaa kyaa
***• a damomc cut ol cMdtan
tnutdota tha loam i adurfft II
12:00
•
STUEETS
OF
SAN
FBANCISCO
IBJ/LOBO
I LAOML ANO MAHOY
•mi COLLEGE lAaKETBALL Wnkhmolon at Anmna

11

12: JO
• LATI NIOMT WTTM OAVTO LETTERMAN
12:40
• MOVIE * » -.
Cmb An
Angty Mounlaai
119121 Fata
Partial Barry Nateon
1:00
O HAWAII FIVE-0
O MOUSE CALLS
SB JIMMY SWAGGAAT
8D MOVIE f ■.
Soma
l*a II Hot 119591 Tony Cart*
Jack Lammon
l:06
(TMCI MOVIE » » II • AM
,19761 John Ryan. Sharon FanaH
1:30
SINEWS
2:00
SJI
CSS
NEWS
NIGHTWATCH
■ NEWS
KSFN1 SKEDWEEK (HI
2:30
B
CSS
NEWS
NIOMTWATCM
«SPNI SFORTSCENTEB
2:AO
(TMCI MOVIE * * KM Or Ba
KBad ' II9B0I JamaaFtyan.Chaitolfa MKhaaa
3:00
ItSPNI
HOUSE
WEEKLY IP1I

SACINO

3:20
• AFRICAN CRISIS
IISPNI

n

3:30
RINGSIDE

REVIEW

4:00
IISPNI COLLEGE BASKETBALL Waarwtgton al Anrona IRI
4:30
(TMCI MOVIE **'!
Gal To
Knoar Your Rabe-t 119721 Tom
Smothaia Kalharaw Roaa

11 BO
0TAXI

ATTENTION

'SES'np
AToHs.TiiMo.bS4-.

THE BULLPEN
is buying & selling baseball and
football cards, album's, sheets,,

Wfeda

etc. Come and see us for your
LOCATIONS:
BOWLING GREEN
100 S. MAIN ST
1098 N. MAIN ST.
327 S. MAIN ST.

•CXfiMEr

needs.
FLNDLAY
418 S. MAIN ST.
1660 TIFFIN

WAYNE
CAREY
E. FRONT ST
CENTER ST.
119 E. FINDLAY

THE BULLPEN
1021 Revere Dr. & W. Poe Rd.
Bowling Green. Ohio 43402 '
Phone (419) 352-0276
Gary
OBSN 12-S MofMlay-Satwreay
.«•«..

.. ., a '»)*.>

